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Nature's not good enough

This month Living Marxism focuses on the renewed controversy about infertility treatment and genetic engineering, and puts the case for interferring with nature at every opportunity in order to improve the human condition.

No controls on infertility treatment

The official regulatory body, the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority, is debating whether eggs from human embryos and other ovarian tissues should be used in infertility treatment and research. Living Marxism science editor John Gillick gives his HFEA a resounding 'yes'.

Carry on, Doctor

Vicky Richardson talked to Dr. John Gosden of Edinburgh University medical school, whose research has made him a target of the new scare about using eggs and ovarian tissue from embryos.

Taboos: Sterile concerns

Why so much fuss made about the new reproductive technologies anyway? Ann Bradley finds it has less to do with medical matters than with the social status of the family.

Progress: Designer genes

Those opposed to interfering with nature often hold up genetic engineering as the ultimate Frankenstein-style horror. John Gillick sees it as a great way to improve upon the shortcomings of natural evolution.
The heroic General and the pathetic Major

Living Marxism has argued for some time that a big problem of our times is the moral rehabilitation of imperialism. If you want some idea of what that means, and why it is so dangerous, look at the story of the General and the Major government.

On Friday 4 March, Lieutenant-General Sir Michael Rose, the commander of the United Nations Protection Force (Unprofor), issued a demand for more troops to be sent to Bosnia from Britain and other peacekeeping countries. "We are at a very, very fragile, sensitive time", General Rose pleaded to the sympathetic ears of the international media.

Being "sensitive" is not a quality traditionally associated with a British military commander. Indeed the fragile General Rose himself has a long history of playing a leading role in Britain's dirty foreign wars, from the deserts of Oman to the backstreets of Northern Ireland and the coasts of the Falklands. Presumably he picked up some tips on sensitivity during his busy time as commander of the cut-throat SAS.

But never mind all that unpleasantness. The media coverage of the March events conveyed the conviction that this Rose smells as sweet as he sounds. The General was universally deployed as a sincere and caring humanitarian, with a love of fine watercolours, dedicated to doing good in Bosnia and around the world, and appealing to governments to join his crusade for peace.

The near-canonicalisation of General Rose symbolised the way in which the image of British and Western militarism has been recast in recent years. Western soldiers such as Rose are now routinely described as if they were uniformed international social workers, rather than professional men of violence and trained killers. Their job, it seems, is no longer to make war, but to keep the peace and feed the hungry in Bosnia or Somalia; the fact that their task still involves occupying other people's countries and shooting at those who protest is considered beside the point.

There is a new consensus about the place, one which accepts and encourages Western intervention around the world as a moral mission. As we have pointed out before in relation to many of the world's troublespots, the consequences of this pro-intervention mood for those on the receiving end are disastrous; elsewhere in this issue, Joan Phillips reports on how the West's latest 'peace initiative' in Bosnia is leading to creeping UN colonialism.

But there are also some important domestic consequences of the moral rehabilitation of imperialism; some ways in which this trend can affect political events in Britain itself. It is these factors which explain why the British and other Western governments are so keen to promote figures like General Rose today, and why they are prepared to mount major foreign interventions even when, as in Bosnia, there appears to be no direct benefits for them.

To grasp what's really going on here, simply compare the images of General Rose and prime minister John Major. There stands the heroic General, besidding Bosnia, telling off the Serbs, a genuine British leader seeking to put the world to rights. And here we have the pathetic Major, up to his scruffy neck in scandals about everything from sex to arms sales, ridiculed even by the Tory press, humiliated by the ruler of lowly Malaysia. If you were a member of the establishment, which one would you want to advertise as a symbol of British authority?

This is not just a British thing. None of the scandal-plagued governments of major nations like the USA, France, Germany and Japan has much public authority today. Their inability to deal with the economic slump, or to offer any worthwhile vision of the future, has reduced politicians and statesmen everywhere to corrupt figures of contempt in the eyes of their electorates. Staging adventures on the international stage, staking unscrupulous actors like General Rose, appears to offer the authorities their best hope of regaining some credibility today.

For instance, British cabinet ministers have been warned not to tour the country during the forthcoming election campaign because their unpopularity in the cities which their policies have ravaged is likely to lead to protests and lost votes. How much better, then, for the Major government to turn the public's attention away from its closure of London hospitals and chancellor Kenneth Clarke's grubby demand for more taxes, and focus instead on Britain's life-saving mission in Sarajevo and General Rose's high-minded plea for more troops.

Defence secretary Malcolm Rifkind responded to that plea with the announcement that he was sending 300 additional troops to aid General Rose. The British authorities certainly did not want to
become more deeply involved in military terms. But the seriousness of its other problems meant that Major's government could not resist the opportunity to look important in Bosnia.

In parliament, Tory MPs tried to put their squall in fighting aside and bask in the glory reflecting off General Rose. Rifkind praised his 'remarkable achievements' in the former Yugoslavia. Backbench rebel Winston Churchill lauded Rose for doing a superb job by demonstrating that the Serbs are not 12-feet tall and that a bit of courage goes a long way'. Another Tory MP, Dr Charles Goodson-Wickes, spoke of 'our having the best peacekeeping troops in the world', led by 'a general who has been conspicuous in his ability to get things done in that tragic region'.

At a time when the general impression is that government ministers are gutless pygmies, conspicuous in their inability to get anything done, the fact that a British leader can attract such public praise is a priceless asset for the authorities. The lending of some much-needed legitimacy to the institutions of the state is one domestic pay-off from the moral rehabilitation of imperialism.

Yet the ineffective Tories could not have managed this trick on their own. A key role in the moral rehabilitation of imperialism has been played by the official opposition parties.

Liberal and left-wing voices which once protested against the presence of American troops in Vietnam have now complained about the absence of Western troops in Bosnia. They have led the demands for more intervention, depicting British troops as a force for civilisation and peace. They have built up the image of General Rose as a kind of New Man among military commanders. They have, in short, provided the language for a new age of militarism, putting the case for colonial-style interference in the affairs of other peoples to be carried out with nineteenth-century sensitivity.

The opposition parties' parliamentary response to Rifkind's announcement of more troops for Bosnia was typical of today; a time when the liberal independent newspaper is more likely to call for NATO air-strikes than the Tory Telegraph, and when Labour MPs who once vinicated Thatcher's gung-ho Falklands War have become more enthusiastic militarists than many Tory backwoodsmen.

The only complaint Labour defence spokesman David Clark had about Rifkind's decision to send extra troops into Bosnia was that the government had kept General Rose waiting for three weeks since his initial request for reinforcements. Liberal spokesman Menzies Campbell had no complaints at all about the military intervention, since the Tories were now doing what his leader, Paddy Ashdown, had demanded on countless occasions. From the left, Tony Benn and the maverick Labour MP Tam Dalyell did highlight their concern: not over the invasion of Bosnia by British troops you understand, but the possibility that they might be joined by Turkish soldiers.

The overall message from the opposition parties was summed up by Labour MP Andrew Fawdell, who congratulated Rifkind. Major and foreign secretary Douglas Hurd 'for having managed to borrow a bit of backbone from somewhere' in sending the troops to Bosnia. Such intended putdowns are really bonus points for the government, since they endorse the impression that Major's spineless team has become resolve overnight. For a government which needs to borrow all of the backbone it can get, sending a few hundred troops to General Rose is a relatively cheap way to look commanding.

The rehabilitation of imperialism has serious implications for us as well as for the peoples of a place like Bosnia. The displays of public admiration and support for such a statesmanlike figure as General Rose can give a new lease of life to an otherwise uninspiring system of government. The indirect effect is to boost the authority of all British statesmen—that is, of the same discredited politicians and officials who are responsible for the social and economic problems which blight our lives.

The pro-intervention climate whipped up by the General's admirers is already making it easier for the state to extend its authoritarian control over British society, as well as interfering abroad. Typically, while the opposition parties have been preoccupied with demanding firmer action in Bosnia, there has been no serious debate about recent initiatives which give the authorities even more power to set up computerised data systems and surveillance cameras, and to arm more police on the streets of Britain.

It remains to be seen whether General Rose can do much to save John Major's government. But it is certain that we need to do all we can to expose what's behind the rehabilitation of imperialism. The day after Rose made his March appeal for more troops, the Campaign Against Militarism staged its 1000-strong conference at Wembley. Perfect timing; but, as the great man himself might say, further reinforcements are needed if we are to build on this success and secure a lasting peace.
Therapy?

Much of Beth Adams' article ("The counselling con", March), was a useful critique of the counselling game, if a little oversimplified. However whilst I agree with much of it, I don't believe that the general public believes in the general public believes that a good chat always suffices when personal lives are really screwed up.

Personally I think the main problem with counselling is that it begins with a major power imbalance. The therapist is powerful and all-knowing and the client has a problem and needs help. This question of power and how it is used is the real problem. Counselling has also become a middle class quasi-religious movement and is sold with evangelical zeal, 'personal growth' being the door to enlightenment.

So while many counsellors sit like nobby-dogs reflecting back our feelings and directing our thoughts/emotions in a subtle way called 'non-directive therapy', that doesn't mean that all skillful help is bad. Help by experienced and skilled professionals can enable individuals to move from crippling positions. It seems strange to deny experience and skills being useful with psychological problems when these attributes are beneficial in every other aspect of our lives.

So Bath, yes, counselling is a con when used as a panacea for all ills and as a social tool for conditioning thought, but that doesn't mean all psychological help is bad or oppressive. It can be liberating and helpful if used selectively and pragmatically. And if only you feel that you, like many other people, have been through the mill and need a bit more help, give me a bell and I'll try to be a little more challenging and helpful than your dog.

Simon Western, non-directive therapist, Greater London

Beth Adams' article "The counselling con", was in itself a con: misrepresentative, misleading, trivialising and inaccurate. The article was misrepresentative in treating «counselling» as one homogenous entity, which it is not. It was misleading in that the distinction Adams drew between counselling and psychotherapy, or «psychoanalysis»¹ is not generally accepted. It was trivialising in that, for example, Adams posed a false polarity between the appointment of medical practitioners and that of counsellors in order to ridicule the effectiveness of counselling. It was full of inaccuracies; for example, the British Association of Counsellors (BAC) does not in fact require BAC-accredited counsellors to have been in therapy, although some of us would argue that this should be a requirement. In short, the article was just the sort of ill-thought, ill-judged, envious polemic which gives Marxism, let alone «existential» Marxism, a bad name.

Adams seems to ignore the extensive and critical literature, both from within psychology and from critical theory, on the nature and purpose of counselling, psychotherapy and psychoanalysis. Some forms of psychotherapy, such as the radical psychiatry tradition within Transactional Analysis and Social Action Psychotherapy, precisely do encourage the externalisation of what are seen initially as internal problems.

What Adams and others ignore is individuals' genuine experience of distress, not all of which can be wiped away with a political headline; there, there, it doesn't matter what you feel, draw a line under it, don't think about it, and get on with the struggle. It has become fashionable, even politically correct, to mock therapy. Issues of abuse, alienation, racism, dependence and despair are too serious to be taken—and dismissed—lightly.

Keith Tudor Sheffield

I feel this counselling con fails to address important issues. It does not look at why people feel the need for counselling, or at psychological disturbance and mental illness. It talks of trauma but fails to put it into any context—childhood trauma, problems within the family, or wider social issues. It shows no understanding of the human being having an emotional dimension and therefore problems are reduced to economic and social problems alone. Obviously counselling does not offer solutions to economic problems but does this make it invalid?

You often ask for the importance of human consciousness, but fail to incorporate the notion that this is based on not just reason, but on emotion, on feeling. I particularly dislike the way in which you advocate ‘common sense’ which in my experience usually means backward and repressive ideas learned from your parents—and yet you claim to be in favour of progress.

I feel your discontent with counselling has more to do with it being the realm of the middle class neurotic (hence the Woody Allen picture) than with any reasoned debate. Working class people don’t really have this dilemma anyway, as counselling can be very expensive (£25 to £50 per hour). They are ‘forced’ to rely on their ‘good old-fashioned chisel’, if they are lucky enough to have someone willing to listen. This does not mean it is necessarily the best option.

Heather McEvoy Avon

Support support groups

Frank Fludrid, "The philosophy of low expectations" (Compass), puts forward the idea that intervention at the level of individual conduct does not improve social matters. It is clear that any form of intervention at the...
level, be it private or public, does not solve deep-rooted social problems. However, Furetić fails to look at the fact that intervention can help at an individual level. He condemns the "new region of support" because he claims it suggests that human beings cannot cope on their own. Furetić provides no alternative, except for the need to encourage people to exercise their own initiative.

I feel that undoubtedly many people need aid—whether we call this support or help is arguable. Financial backing and cannot leave their own country, welcome the help provided by a refugee.

Furetić's criticism of support groups undermines the great job that some are doing by forming collectives with anti-isolationist ideologies. Collectives can produce substantial changes in the lives of individuals and societies in what he calls "the region of support" in the 1990s. He does not even mention the benefits that these groups can provide.

Sam G. Gibraltar

What's in a nation?

Paul Williams (letters, February) claims that "The Ulster" and "Ulster" should not by considered one country because there is "no rational, scientific, method to determine which country is one of the people's people can be defined as nations, or what territory a nation can claim as its own." His attitude demonstrates the frustrating inability of many socialists to come to terms with nationalism, and the reality that we live in a world of nation states.

Even if this situation were to change in the immediate future, socialists must establish some criteria for defining what constitutes a nation, rather than mourning what is past. A nation, after all, is not a geographical entity but a collection of people who share a common history, culture, and identity.

Mary I suggest one fundamental principle which we should adhere to? All peoples have the right to oppose imperialism, the intervention of one nation in the affairs of another with the sole aim of furthering the interests of the aggressor.

Perhaps people like Mr Williams have been taken in by the rhetoric of the proponents of "peace" in the Six Counties. They would do well to remember that, even if Britain has now left the "region of support" and the "new region of support" in Ireland, it did once, and that is the only reason why we have war there today.

Stephen Dobertie, Co. Antrim

Who's afraid of Zhirinovsky?

Laurence Webb's analysis of Vladimir Zhirinovsky's views, March 10, may have been tarnished by his belief that the Guardian provided the best commentary. Things look rather different when one does not have to rely on Jonathan Steele's view of events.

Firstly, Zhirinovsky did not run "the most intelligent campaign". The remarks similarities between Zhirinovsky's campaign and those of others is more striking. Like them, he does not propose the constitution, or market reforms, or the presidency of Boris Yeltsin. Are his policies cunning, dynamic and tinged with fascist undertones? Hardly. He ran an entirely dull campaign with no new ideas or economic solutions at all, punctuated by the occasional foolish posturing on TV and outlandish, unbelievable statements to baffle Western journalists.

It raises an interesting question: how does a country become a somebody in Russian politics? Say you've got something better than the atom bomb and you're prepared to use it, and Western journos come running. As recent Russian commentary suggests, Zhirinovsky's only merit at the ballot box was his total lack of connection with the perceived political establishment.

The point is surely this: the only individual with the power to act undemocratically entirely within the law is Yeltsin himself. This does not make him a quasi-Stalinist-fascist, but it will enable him to rule in the authoritarian manner which the Western powers can hardly be said to disapprove of.

Gillan Reid, Glasgow

Try asking a Russian if (s)he'd rather have Uncle Joe back," quips Laurence Webb (letters, March). The irony is that this smart sign-off line demonstrates how out of touch Webb is with developments in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

In the recent elections, millions of Russians voted for a return to the Stalinist past. Many of Zhirinovsky's supporters displayed a similar affection for times gone by. In Eastern Europe, Stalinist parties have already been returned to power.

This is the singular achievement of the return to the Stalinist past. In the space of five years, it has made millions yearn for the return of Stalinist repression. Some triumph for capitalism!

Jimmy Stanton National Union of Mineworkers

Disability and society

In their reply to Michael Fitzpatrick's "Handicapped or oppressed?" (December), the conscientious Mosque M & M reply: "We were thoroughly disgusted...how much Ignatian people were even granted the 'right to breathe', never mind being allowed to voice an opinion." William Rees-Mogg, Morton, The Broadcasting Standards Council, and the BNP await the two with open arms.

They go on: "It is society that disables, not a disease. A muscular sclerosis sufferer, living alone on a hypothetical desert island, might disagree. There is no society to do any disabling, yet somehow her chances of survival are slim.

With their brand of political correctness, Mosque M & M try to obscure the issue of disability with verbal niceties. This does nothing to help the unfortunate. For society to help effectively requires recognition that some are less able than others, and the resources to make good the difference.

Ian Marcus, Hampstead & Highgate

Crisis tendency

In an era of crisis, the tendency towards an over-accumulation of silly-sized lettering and illustrations, big empty spaces, and shorter articles is reassessing itself in the pages of Living Marxism. I wonder if the modifying counter-tendencies are sufficient to hold off a complete textual breakdown?

D Sheppard, Hemel Hempstead

We welcome readers' views and criticisms.

Please keep your letters as short as possible and send them to The Editor,
Living Marxism, BM-RCP, London WC1N 3XX, or fax them on (071) 278 9844
Is a plague of computer pornography menacing British children? Only in the virtual reality world invented by pro-censorship politicians and journalists, reckons Andrew Calcutt

There was a man and a woman and they were doing it on a bed with loads of pink and orange cushions around them. The couple were sort of jigging up and down. I thought it looked a bit naff really. The man had a stupid haircut and a moustache. It was more funny than rude or dirty.

Interviewed by the Daily Telegraph, a schoolboy from Kent described his first experience of pornography on computer disk. This 15-year-old showed more maturity about computer porn than the most senior politicians and journalists in Britain.

Over a year ago, John Major instructed the Home Office to protect the young and vulnerable from the threat of computer pornography. Home Secretary Michael Howard's Criminal Justice and Public Order Bill includes measures which reflect the prime minister's concern. Many public figures want still tougher action.

'Technology's HIV'
The parliamentary select committee for home affairs recently published a report calling for further legislation to deal with the "new horror" of computer porn. Labour MP Frank Cook declared that "computer pornography is tantamount to the injection of heroin into a child's school milk". Top censor, James Ferman, director of the British Board of Film Classification, also likened computer pornography to "the international trade in drugs".

The media has been quick to pick up on the computer porn panic. In the Daily Telegraph, Elizabeth Grace asked, "are your children watching computer porn behind the bedroom door?", and denounced "technology's HIV, a law-resistant disease that so far has no effective check". ITV's Cook Report told "a story which will frighten any parent, or, indeed, any partner of a home computer addict". Even the original "cyberpunk", William Gibson, has warned of "X-rated cyberspace" and expressed his own "parental concern".

The pro-censorship lobbyists hold that Britain is facing an epidemic of computer porn: technology is fast outstripping legislation, and computer-literate youngsters are taking advantage of their parents' lack of familiarity with consoles and CD-ROMs. A sensible reading of the evidence, however, shows that computer-porn hype is fast outstripping reality. Unscrupulous scammers are exploiting the ancient fear of 'corrupting the youth', and cashing in on more recent misgivings about new technology.

No evidence
In calling for preventive measures against computer porn, many commentators have cited the February 1994 report by the parliamentary select committee. How strange then, that this report provides no proof of any epidemic. But it does contain many instances of hearsay and rumour which have been interpreted as fact.

Chris Newell, director of casework for the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), told the committee that out of 1000 pornography cases referred to the CPS since 1991, only 11 involved computer pornography. Committee chairman Sir Ian Lawrence noted "there is some vagueness about the prevalence of computer pornography". But Christine Stewart concluded on behalf of the Home Office: "although we do not have hard evidence, I think instinctively one would think it is likely to increase as a problem."

The committee warned of paedophiles using computers to lure unsuspecting children into their clutches. But witnesses were again unable to provide the required information: 'I am not in a position', said Newell for the CPS, 'to be able to say whether computer pornography is used to any significant extent to achieve that end'. A memo from HM Customs and Excise suggested otherwise: "we have found no evidence to suggest that material was intended for children, either directly or indirectly."

Police officers from Manchester and London submitted that computer porn disks are being swapped at school. To judge from the committee's response, you would think that a tidal wave of pornography was sweeping the nation's playgrounds. Yet the committee's own deliberations suggest a much more prosaic state of affairs.

'We have not, I am afraid, got any figures of the number of cases in which children have had access to such material', said Christine Stewart of the Home Office. At this point, Sir Ivan Lawrence chimed in: 'It is quite obvious that this is not happening on a very large scale at the moment.' He had no intention, however, of letting a lack of facts interfere with a good panic, adding 'but if you are right about it, it could catch on'.

The committee received a memorandum from the National Campaign for the Reform of the Obscene Publications Acts which included a telling illustration of the discrepancy between the rumour and reality of playground porn:

'. . . the alleged widespread circulation of computer pornography disks at a Dunstable (Bedfordshire) school. A senior Luton police officer was interviewed on television... boasting about their haul of 754 "pornographic disks... breaking a porn-ring". It now transpires however that all 754 of the seized disks have turned out to be "clean" and have had to be returned to their owners.'

This revelation appeared in one of the documents which the committee chose not to publish as part of its report. It can be viewed, by appointment only, at the public record office in the House of Lords. But the published report does refer to an "apparently quite significant case... in the Bedfordshire area", maintaining the false impression that the Dunstable case proves the prevalence of computer porn. In fact, it shows the prevalence of the computer porn myth, and the willingness of the
Exposed: computer porn scandal in commons
Sex and censorship

The scanners may even have lifted their images from the Observer, rather than an overpriced copy of Madonna's book Sex.

authorities to spread false rumours which advance their case for censorship.

Many politicians and journalists have endorsed the 'deep and widespread concern' expressed to the committee by Vicki Merchant, harassment officer at the University of Central Lancashire, convened of the first national conference on computer porn, and collateral of the first survey of computer porn in schools. But Merchant's own preliminary findings do little to substantiate her grim foreboding.

'Many infant and primary school heads, especially in very small and remote schools, said that they had not heard of computer pornography...until they received the questionnaire.'

Some respondents, whilst not aware of computer pornography in their own school, else other schools where they believe it exists.

'Others point out that their own ignorance of its presence does not mean that it is not, in fact, present.'

'Many respondents say that pupils with home computers are aware of computer pornography and that 'know someone who has a disk.'

To anyone not already disposed to the notion of a computer porn epidemic, Merchant's preliminary findings suggest that rumours of mass porn-swapping at school have been gathering strength as they circulate from one staff room and playground to another. Yet the Sunday Times treated this gossip as incontrovertible fact: 'explicit computer porn plagued 50 per cent of schools.'

It would be very odd if there were no instances of computer porn changing hands at school. The committee members who announced that 'it is essential that school playgrounds do not become trading places for pornography' only revealed themselves as the kind of goody-goody pupils who never went behind the bike-sheds.

The likelihood is that adolescent boys are swapping disks which contain pictures of nude girls. In one of the few documented cases of adolescent involvement in computer porn, a 17-year-old from Brighton sold disks which included nude pictures of Madonna. The Observer quoted computer fanzine Virus News International to the effect that children were scanning pictures of Madonna's book Sex. Only a few months previously, the Observer's short-lived large-format magazine had prided itself on being the first British publication to print pictures from the self-same book. The scanners may even have lifted their images from the Observer, rather than an overpriced copy of Sex. But wherever the youthful pornographers obtained their material, it's hardly likely to have brought on depravity and moral blindness.
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The home affairs select committee also registered its concern that juveniles have free access to pornographic bulletin boards—electronic files from which well-equipped computer-users can download information and images via telephone lines. Committee members chose not to publish memoranda which suggested that this, if it happens at all, is a very rare occurrence.

'The image of a child using pocket money equipment to acquire large computer files from anywhere in the world is just fantasy...it is the general experience of Community that illegal pornographic material—as opposed to "Page 3" pictures—is not commonly found and is quite hard to obtain from UK bulletin boards.' (Submission by the Computer Communicators Association, whose chairman/convenor is himself a policeman.)

'In the normal run of events, one image will be transmitted at a time from one computer to one other computer. An analogy might be someone setting out to acquire a copy of a magazine such as Men Only by specifically requesting one image at a time. Generally speaking the ability to view files before transmission is absent...there is no immediate threat of large numbers of images being transmitted to many sites.' (Submission by solicitor David Lewis Swarbrick.)

In its submission to the committee, the University of Greenwich advised that 'the main entry point into the UK for UseNet messages is the University of Kent at Canterbury, whose policy is not to pass on messages in conferences that are overtly pornographic'. Feminists Against Censorship noted that the Cook Report had given a false impression of children having easy access to pornographic bulletin boards outside Britain. Bulletin board-operator Keith Jackson submitted that 'the tabloid media is managing to develop a shock! horror! mentality towards electronic communications demonstrates only the public's techno-terror. In the sixties it was motorcyclists and, more recently, football fans who received the journalists' virul. Now they have found a new target. Of these memoranda only one from the University of Greenwich was considered worthy of publication in the select committee report.

Child abuse

The pre-censorship lobby makes repeated allegations of a triangular relationship between paedophiles, computer porn and vulnerable children. Although there is no evidence of computer technology being used in Britain to entrap youngsters in paedophile activities, much attention has been paid to a single case in which computer-imaging was used to graft a photograph of a child's head on to the representation of a naked woman's body. Legislation currently before parliament will outlaw such 'pseudo-photographs', and 'protect the child, whose picture was taken from a mail-order catalogue.

In her submission to the select committee, author and academic Susan Edwards—engaged in a research project at the Obscene
Sex and censorship

Publications Branch [Metropolitan Police] - let slip the real motivation behind repeated references to paedophiles: 'the privacy argument can be defeated by appealing to the public policy of protecting the young.' By conjuring up the paedophile bogeyman, the authorities are facilitating the passage of a new generation of laws and regulations to give the state extensive control over computers and associated technology.

Police access

Under the Criminal Justice and Public Order Bill now before parliament, possession of an indecent 'pseudo-photograph' will be a criminal offence. In future, premises may be searched and evidence seized on the say-so of a police inspector, rather than a magistrate's warrant. And anybody caught sending messages deemed offensive or indecent will face up to three months in prison. The home secretary has also announced measures to strengthen the Obscene Publications Act, making it an offence to transmit obscene material between computers. Meanwhile the women's committee of the European parliament is considering legislation against computer images which exploit children and young people.

The home affairs select committee recommended stricter legislation. It proposed that alleged computer pornographers forfeit their equipment, which should be used to trace other offenders. The committee also wants to dispense with the meagre safeguards of the Computer Misuse Act 1990, which prevents law enforcement officers from entering certain bulletin boards without a warrant. 'If a police officer comes across a bulletin board which says police officers are not permitted to enter the system,' said committee chairman Sir Ivan Lawrence, 'there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that what is going on is undesirable if not illegal'.

The committee recommended that the police should enjoy open access on the grounds that existing restrictions jeopardise investigations and hinder prosecutions. The CPS representative informed the committee that there was no experience of prosecutions obstructed in this way. But the committee flagged up regarding that use of passwords to obstruct police entry should be regarded as 'aggravating... any offence that results in a conviction', with subsequent 'enhancement of penalties'.

Unauthorised software

The committee's recommendations amount to a licence for the authorities to peer and probe into anyone's computer files in search of anything which the police and the likes of Sir Ivan Lawrence consider undesirable. They form part of a general pattern for regulating and segmenting anything and everything today.

In addition to MPs and the police, many professional bodies and trade associations are introducing measures on the pretext of dealing with computer porn. The Video Standards Council has made an agreement with the European Leisure Software Publishers Association (ELSPA) which 'will ensure that ELSPA members adopt standards which go far beyond those which the law requires'. In February 1994 an industry-wide ratings system was introduced for video games. The Institute of Data Processing Management recommends 'that the use of any unauthorised software on corporate or college computers be made a disciplinary offence. This enables immediate action without waiting for the courts to decide what is, or is not, pornographic.' Keying in an 'undesirable' image could cost you your job — or your place at college.

Computer ethics

The British Computer Society advises teachers to consider banning all disks from being brought into schools, to liaise more closely with police and to teach pupils 'computer ethics'. The British Board of Film Classification suggests that children should be compulsorily issued with an ID-card, to be produced before gaining access to all age-restricted video works.

Noting that 'much discussion on computer pornography is tainted by unsubstantiated assertion', professor Richard E Susskind from the Centre for Law, Computers and Technology at the University of Strathclyde nevertheless suggested to the select committee that 'parents introduce an "open-door" policy... such that monitors always remain visible from outside the doors of rooms within which they are situated'. The Sun wants parents to 'make children show you what's on every computer disk they've got'.

The new laws and recommendations on computer porn amount to a surveillance system which allows the state to regulate the activities of every computer user and video game player. Children are to be screened by parents, teachers and police; adults will be checked by employers, local authority officials and the police. The culture of conformity is coming to a terminal near you, and if cyberspace was ever the final frontier, the authorities are already in the process of closing it down.
It's quiet in San Cristobal now, after the town's invasion by Zapatista insurgents on New Year's Day. But, as Ben Brack reports, Mexico will not be the same again.

Subcomandante Marcos, leader of the Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN), has already become a popular hero in Mexico: you'll find Marcos t-shirts, Marcos pens, Marcos socks, Marcos ashtrays and balaclavas with EZLN emblazoned across them. The 'Zapatistas' are named after Emiliano Zapata, the legendary peasant leader of the Mexican Revolution. And if a mystique surrounds the name of Zapata, a cult is fast developing around Marcos. The papers are full of psychological profiles, romantic stories and speculation about Marcos' true identity, which remains shrouded in secrecy. You'll even find a brand of condoms called 'Alzados' (literally, 'the risen ones') with the familiar symbol of the masked man on the packet.

Even the Tzotzil Indian handicrafts for the tourists have undergone a transformation. The straw dolls in indigenous costumes now come kitted out with balaclavas and assault rifles. 'This one is called Marcos', one girl told me proudly.

Last year, the government denied the existence of guerrillas in the state of Chiapas. During the negotiations with the USA on the North American Free Trade Agreement (Nafta) it operated a total press blackout, even as the guerrillas were taxing the local highways and firing on army patrols. But on 1 January, the very day that Nafta came into effect, the Chiapas revolt came crashing onto the world's television screens.

The Zapatista insurgents made a dramatic entrance into San Cristobal and three other major towns: Ocosingo, Altamirano and Las Margaritas. They destroyed heaps of office machinery and drifts of government papers—the symbols of years of frustration over land claims. The tourists, who had arrived with Greenpeace t-shirts and liberal concerns for native peoples, thought this was taking indigenous culture too far. They fled in droves. One of the insurgents spray-painted the sarcastic message on the wall of the San Cristobal town hall: 'There are no guerrillas.'
There is no mystery about the causes of the revolt. Chiapas is the poorest state in the Mexican Union. A third of its people are illiterate and the same number are severely undernourished. Almost half of its households have no running water, and three quarters earn less than US$250 a year. Diseases caused by malnutrition have increased by 64 per cent in the past decade.

Western liberals have attributed the Chiapas revolt to '500 years of oppression of the indigenous people (as have some of the Zapatistas' own declarations). But history is a poor guide to current events. In reality, the revolt was caused by modern developments.

Many in the West romanticise the 'indigenous lifestyle' but the people of the Chiapas region want access to the same facilities, services and rights as other Mexicans. I visited the village of Chamula, where thousands of Tzotzil Indians live in extreme poverty. In the main square, hundreds of women and children sit in traditional costume in the fierce heat, waiting to sell handicrafts to the tourists for pitiful sums. The last thing they want is to stay marginalised from Mexican society. 'I don't want live in a museum', one of the women told me.

Nafta was supposed to mark Mexico's entry into the first world. Instead, as Chiapas learned, Nafta only confirmed what international capitalism offers most Mexicans: third world status and a third world standard of living.

The immediate spur to the revolt was the economic measures which the government forced through as part of the debt rescheduling and the Nafta negotiation package. The International Monetary Fund's structural adjustment programmes and trade policies dictated by GATT have ruined Mexico's small farmers. The government has slashed protection of staple products like maize, wheat and beans; prices have fallen 40 per cent in the past decade. The price of coffee, a traditional crop of the small peasant, has fallen from $1.40 for a 100lb to just $0.60 over that period.

At the same time, the government has pushed through changes that allow the break-up and sale of communal ejido lands, making it easier for the big agri-businesses to move in and barter for the ejido farms to obtain credit and resources. The Nafta agreement with the USA will further undermine the farmers' position. Small wonder the signing of the treaty set off the Chiapas revolt.

Land has always been the biggest issue in Chiapas. The rich cattle ranchers and agri-businesses control the fertile lowlands. But up in the barren highlands of the Altos region of Chiapas, millions of poor peasants try to scrape a subsistence in the eroded landscape. As I travelled from Tuxtla to San Cristobal, I saw villages perched on the steep rocky escarpments above us, surrounded by abandoned and lifeless plots of dust. The poorest of these poor farmers are the Tzeltal, Tzotzil, Chol and Tezotolobal Indians. These peasants are often forced to perform unpaid labour to stay on their land. The landowner's hired gangs and the local politicians— the encomiendas— routinely murder dozens of these people every year.

Since the eighties, hundreds of thousands of highland peasants have left or been expelled from their land and driven into the remote Lacandon forest. Communities from all the indigenous tribes have tried to carve out land from the forest without the benefit of roads, electricity, hospitals, sanitation or machinery for ploughing the stony land. Without basic amenities, people die from diseases, injuries and even insect bites. A journey to the nearest town often takes days.

Here in the forest, the Indian communities are the bedrock of support for the Zapatistas. In this region, they control 15,000 square kilometres of territory. I visited San Miguel, the nearest guerrilla-controlled village to the town of Ocosingo—now the site of a massive Mexican army encampment. Army control does not extend far beyond the Ocosingo checkpoints.
and the main highways in this region. The trip to San Miguel took several hours over barely passable mud tracks. We reached our first Zapatista roadblock some 100 metres outside San Miguel. These guerrillas checked our credentials and searched us. They

looked ill-fed and ill-equipped—one man wore a plastic orange bowl on his head to keep off the fierce heat.

People in this Tzeltal village have never voted—if they tried to visit a polling station, they'd be turned away. But at every election, this Zapatista region mysteriously returns pro-government candidates. The villagers complain that they have to pay taxes on everything, including electricity that does not exist, and a road that does not extend to the village. They are not allowed to build new roofs on their houses because it contravenes local environmental regulations. And they routinely sell their labour to the local landlord for around five Mexican new pesos (or $1.50) a day.

New age revolution

A quarter of the Mexican army was despatched to Chiapas to put down the January uprising: at least 500 people were killed in heavy fighting. The real death toll will never be known. The Mexican airforce strafed and bombed Indian villages, often using US helicopters ostensibly provided to combat drug trafficking. At least 60,000 people fled their homes in terror, some even crossing the border to Guatemala—a shocking about-turn on the usual direction of refugees.

At a time when other guerrilla groups were giving up on armed resistance, the Zapatista revolt has variously been called an anachronism, the first 'post-Cold War revolution', or even the first 'New Age revolution'. What is certain is that the uprising and the reaction it caused do not fit the traditional pattern of Mexican politics.

The repression of the Zapatista movement caused uproar throughout Mexico. Opposition parties condemned the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) government. Over 100,000 people demonstrated in Mexico City. PRI ministers, who had initially blamed 'extremists' and Guatemalan guerrilla groups for the revolt, quickly adopted a more conciliatory line.

Widespread support for the EZLN shook the PRI government to the core. Where most of central America is used to coups and uprisings, Mexico has long been the most stable country in the region. Government has been monopolized by the PRI for the past 60 years, through a combination of corruption, patronage, and nationalism.

Popular protests

The PRI's nationalist opposition to US domination has always been more rhetorical than real. But the signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement with Washington has buried the Mexican elite's anti-US credentials for good, and left the government facing a crisis of authority. The combination of economic and political turmoil explains why the Chiapas revolt won such support from many sections of Mexican society not noted for their sympathy with the Indians—and why the PRI proved unable to resist the popular protests.

The government quickly declared an amnesty, pulled its troops back to the main towns and offered negotiations. The interior minister and former Chiapas governor Patricio Gonzales Carrillo, who had denied the existence of the guerrillas, was fired and replaced by the liberal former head of Mexico's human rights commission, Jorge Cárdenas. The government initiated a programme of public works. Even President Carlos Salinas de Gortari admitted that in Chiapas, 'the opportunities aren't very tangible for many people.'

Broken promises

During the highly charged negotiations in San Cristóbal's colonial cathedral, government representatives were forced through the humiliating ritual of bargaining with armed representatives of the EZLN, their indigenous features visible through the holes of their ski-masks. Outside, a cordon of military police, ringed by another circle of people from charities, churches and NGOs stood guard. Another army of journalists and politicians gathered in the hotels vacated by the tourists. After a fortnight's talks, the government offered a 34-point plan, 'Commitments for a Just Peace in Chiapas', which promised sweeping economic and legal reforms in the region.

The villagers in San Miguel were extremely proud to have 'frightened' the government. In the days following 1 January, the Mexican airforce had strafed the village, then the army rolled in with armoured cars and small tanks. The villagers withdrew into the surrounding forest until the army moved on.

Now they wait nervously for the next developments. One Zapatista was convinced he would receive 'new land, new house', a phrase he repeated again and again in Spanish. But generally, people were extremely cynical about the government's proclaimed concessions after the long years of broken promises. A villager, beating a large pile of fríjoles (beans) on the government-built basketball court said, 'we have a basketball court but no water or medical post, thanks to Solidarity' (the massive government charity programme started in the late eighties).

Bitter joke

Others told me the story about the hospital the government built at the Zapatista-controlled village of Guadalupe Tepeyac, close to the Guatemalan border. Just 10 days before the rebellion, president Salinas inaugurated the hospital. But, according to the villagers, government officials removed all the hospital equipment barely minutes after the president's convoy had departed, and the water supply has never been connected. All the machineries used by the government to integrate the peasants, from peasants' federations to 'democracy' to government aid programmes, have become a bitter joke to the region's inhabitants.

It's not clear if the Zapatistas will accept the government's 34-point plan. If all goes well for the government, it will have laid out enough carrots to pacify the rebellious communities and create new layers of regional bureaucracy. But whatever the outcome, the revolt has severely shaken the Mexican elite.

Catalyst

The Chiapas upheaval, the PRI's abandonment of 70 years of commitment to state support for indigenous industry, and the corruption of its anti-US credentials in the Nafta deal, have combined to destroy the government's credibility. As a result, the revolt has become the catalyst for discontent in every corner of Mexican society.

Anybody who has been to Chiapas would not be surprised that the revolt took place. What is remarkable, however, is the way that a local uprising has unleashed a legitimacy crisis in the government and broken the traditional mould of Mexican politics. American tourists, meanwhile, are back on the streets of San Cristóbal, this time clutching small black dolls with balaceras.
An island race?
Evan Andrews on why some whites are voting for the British National Party in the East End of London

Sitting in a pub on the Isle of Dogs talking to British National Party voters, I half expected to be clubbed over the head. If the press is to be believed, BNP voters are violent thugs, responsible for every act of racial violence in the East End. But Betty, George and Richard were just common-or-garden opinionated British racists.

With the May local elections looming, the political atmosphere is hot with rumour and gossip. Everyone is talking about the BNP winning two more council seats in Tower Hamlets, east London, where it gained its first councillor last year.

Betty is in her sixties. She hadn’t voted for 30 years until BNP candidate Derek Beachcoun came along in last September’s Millwall ward by-election. She feels her vote has been vindicated by the response to his victory, and plans to vote for Beachcoun again. ‘It’s not racial’, she protests, ‘it’s a resentment vote. I’ve lived on the island all my life. You got married and had children and stayed with your parents before you got your own council house. My children have been on the waiting list for five, six and seven years and these Bengalis fresh off the plane jump the queue and get brand new places with two kitchens. What about some rights for whites?’ she asks, adopting the BNP slogan.

Betty has been waiting for years to get the council to do some simple repairs. Within a week of a Beachcoun visit, it’s all sorted. Everyone has a story to tell about how miraculously the council has begun to allocate housing to whites who weeks before the election were told they didn’t have enough points. ‘Let’s see what we get when we vote two more in’, chuckles Betty.

George is a life-long ‘islander’. ‘This used to be docklands. We had the Jews, the Chinese—it didn’t matter what colour you were, we all mixed in. But what’s happening now is ridiculous. You’ve got Bengalis taking the new housing and we’ve lived here all our lives and had to wait. Don’t get me wrong, I don’t blame them. I’d do the same in their shoes. It’s the council I blame.’

So far everyone has been on their best behaviour. Now the discussion begins to heat up. Richard is younger and bolder. ‘It’s not just housing—it’s a lot of things. You see them in the post office drawing cheques for £1000. They’re claiming for two wives and a relative in Bangladesh.

If you think you may have heard this somewhere else, you’re right. It’s the voice of plain, old-fashioned British racism. It is shocking to hear people spell out what cabinet ministers like Michael Portillo and Peter Lilley say in code, but BNP voters do not have horns and pointed tails. They express the same racist sentiments that are institutionalised in mainstream British politics.

For over two years the Anti-Nazi League and the left have been campaigning against the BNP. They have advertised and talked up the BNP to the point of expanding the fascists’ influence and credibility. The ANL’s self-proclaimed goal was to drive a wedge between the majority of soft racists and a minority of hardcore racists. They have achieved exactly the opposite.

In all the huffing and puffing about the BNP it is conveniently forgotten that the mainstream political parties are responsible for Beachcoun’s election victory. They have all played the race card in local campaigning and used race as a criterion for allocating resources—especially housing.

Since the Labour administrations of the sixties, the council has kept the best houses for whites. The Liberals took over the council in the eighties, carrying on with Labour’s racial housing policy and stirring up racial jealousies in the name of community politics. Meanwhile Labour, which still has a majority of councillors in the local Isie of Dogs neighbourhood office, talked up the BNP threat in an attempt to get its voters out for last September’s by-election. It was a manoeuvre that blew up in Labour’s face.

In their election literature, all the parties talked about prioritising housing for ‘local people’ and ‘islanders’. Of course, there is nothing wrong with local councils housing local people; that is their job. But in the highly charged racial climate of east London, these slogans are understood as codifications for putting white people first.

The more traditional Labour councillors are carrying on the policy. Their breakaway group from Labour, the ‘East London People’s Alliance’ is playing the race card by saying that the council should house the ‘hidden homeless’—a code word for whites on the waiting list.

Driving around the new estates on the Isle of Dogs it is clear that Bengalis have had some of the new housing abandoned by yuppies when the slump began. Since the High Court ruled that the Liberal council could not refuse to house Bengalis on the grounds that they had made themselves intentionally homeless by leaving their country of origin, Bengalis have been allocated to the Isle of Dogs. The Labour neighbourhood administration on the island has put some Bengalis into upmarket flats built in the eighties—to the outrage of local whites. They have been taught to believe that they come first; Beachcoun is their answer to anyone who thinks otherwise.

Instead of challenging racism head on and fighting for decent housing for all, local councillors have responded to the backlash by hiding behind token gestures and bureaucratic red tape. They have dumped Bengalis into flats with rents so high that they cannot afford furniture. What is worse they have left the Bengalis to carry the can for the frustration that local whites feel at not being housed. When feelings run high the council only makes it worse by trying to silence white islanders with bars.

When Betty and some friends decided to go to housing meetings and ask difficult questions, she was branded a racist and thrown out by council officials. When Richard got into an argument with a Bengali neighbour, a housing official reported him to the police on the grounds that he was racist. But bureaucratic bans cannot combat racist sentiments—they only consolidate the sense of grievance and allow racism to fester in private.

The council’s initial promises in relation to Derek Beachcoun—canceling meetings he is due to attend, etc.—has typified the way it has treated the white population. Labour and Liberal alike have sought to shunt the problem out and pretend it doesn’t exist—or tried to buy off local racist feeling. Either way, the central problem of everyday, mainstream British racism has gone unchallenged.
What's the connection between Whitewater, the mafia and 'Back to basics'? Pat Roberts gets a handle on the scandal culture now dogging political life in Europe, America and Japan

Those who blame John Major's 'Back to basics' initiative for turning the spotlight on personal morality and flushing out high-profile sex scandals are wide of the mark. The bedroom light was flicked on some time before 'Back to basics' made it on to the agenda, as David Mellor and nearly all of the younger royals found to their cost. There is a dynamic to 'scandal politics' which runs far deeper than the latest government policy initiative.

Today scandals seem to be one of the central features of the contemporary political vocabulary throughout the world. The political classes in Japan, Italy, the United States of America and even Germany are no less immune to the disease than the British Tories. The similarities between Whitewater in the USA, sex scandals in Britain and corruption scandals in Italy may not seem immediately obvious, and the links are certainly not drawn by most observers. Many Italian commentators find British shock horror reports of promiscuous and sexually adventurous VIPs to be a confirmation of Anglo eccentricity. In similar fashion, most British commentators smugly regard the various Italian corruption cases as illustrative of the peculiar character weakness of the Latin temperament.

In the know

But if we look beyond the specifics of each and every scandal, it is possible to see a broader pattern at work. Sex scandals are to Britain what mafia links and bribes are to Italy: different forms of moral outrage in the service of a similar dynamic.

First, take the timing of the scandals and the reaction to them. Why now? Everyone in Italy has been aware for many years that bribes were an integral part of established business practices. The well-informed understood the informal financial arrangements between business and the political classes. Only the most naive believed that the mafia was marginal to Italian public institutions.

In the same way, those in the know have long appreciated that the relationships between many members of parliament and their researchers were not always strictly professional. Anyone familiar with the Westminster lifestyle of British politicians was unlikely to have been shocked by the latest revelations of sexual infidelities.

Nor is it exactly shocking news that an American president and his spouse might have a less-than-flawless past. After all, making money on the side, giving key appointments to your friends and being able to destroy incriminating evidence are three of the reasons why somebody would go into US politics in the first place.

On the make

So why have the media and sections of public opinion suddenly become so agitated about practices which they have turned a blind eye to in the past? Why have customs and arrangements which have been around for some time become the cause of public scandals today?

The second, and related, question is this: why are scandals now so difficult to cover up? Once there was a time when politicians and influential public figures could rely on friends in high places and the media to be relatively discreet. This is no longer so. In the event of any indiscretion in the nineties, politicians had better watch out.

A brief inspection of European newspapers shows more than one promising political career coming to a premature end. Take Germany, for example. Peter Gauweiler, minister of the environment in the Christian Social Union (CSU) government of Bavaria was recently forced to step down as a result of revelations about having ‘rented out’ his legal practice for DM10,000 a month while in receipt of his handsome official salary. In the same week, Jutta Limbach, one of the few dynamic female Social Democratic Party politicians, had to resign as senator of Justice in Berlin after it was discovered that she claimed state funds to pay her hairdresser's bills.

It seems somewhat unlikely that this is the first and only time in Germany's recent history that leading politicians have been on the make. Yet it is only now that these relatively minor financial irregularities have acquired a tendency to make the headlines.

Indiscreet snogging

An important consequence of today's scandal culture is that the public now expect the worst from public figures. Americans now presume that their leaders on principle never pay the taxes of the childminders they employ. Here we expect MPs to get their leg over at any opportunity. When Hartley Booth resigned over the revelations of his indiscreet snogging with a former...
Scandalous affairs of state

Life-model, most of the country was surprised that he hadn't had sex with her.

Today's scandals, in Germany, Italy and the USA as well as in Britain, are symptoms of a widespread questioning of public institutions. The sad souls who are caught with their pants down or their fingers in the till, or the shredding machine, become the focus of society's outrage.

Political life throughout all the industrial nations appears exhausted and unfocused. It is as if governments, lacking any clear objectives or policies, are merely going through the motions of proposing initiatives. Staying in power has become an end in itself. Under these circumstances the meaning of politics has become more and more narrow. Neither government nor opposition even bothers to pretend that significant principles are at stake in their little debates. It is not surprising that many people are cynical, bitter and ready to put the knife into those who are seen to have any responsibility for the mess in which the rest of us have to live.

Cock-ups

Scandal has become a kind of poor substitute for political opposition. Today, despite the catalogue of government cock-ups, it can seem difficult to criticise or oppose policies effectively. There are no strong opposition parties to provide a voice for the angry and the alienated, or to suggest political, economic or social alternatives to the mess of the modern world. And, in the absence of an alternative standpoint from which to criticise, it is difficult to criticise at all. In these circumstances, it appears as if the only thing open to scrutiny is the individual behaviour of politicians.

It is this shift of focus from the wider domain of substantive issues to narrow concerns with the conduct of the politician that helps to throw light on the contemporary culture of scandal.

Today's epidemic of scandals is a symptom of the breach between those who are supposed to run society and those who live in it. It is a symptom of the widespread expectation with leaders who seem incapable of conducting an affair of their own, let alone an affair of state. John Major may well decide to redefine or even drop 'Back to basics', but it won't take the heat off. When people are expecting a cock-up they are bound to find one—of one kind or another.
In March, the Campaign Against Militarism's War Drums and Peace Talks conference drew around 1500 people to the Wembley Conference Centre for a weekend of debate about the problems of Western militarism today. The highly successful event ended with the announcement of CAM's future plans. The campaign is to organise a season of initiatives to challenge the official celebrations of war around the fiftieth anniversaries of Second World War events, starting with D-Day in June 1994 and continuing until the nuking of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1995. For full details of what the Campaign Against Militarism is up to, phone Kate Margam on (071) 278 9908.
Free South Africa?

Charles Longford on why those who want to see liberation in South Africa should not invest their hopes in April’s elections

Sekunjalo! Ke Nako!

ANC

NOW IS THE TIME!

From 26-28 April, South Africa’s black majority will be allowed to exercise its right to vote when the country stages its first-ever non-racial general election. For many people this represents a great victory, the culmination of decades of bloody struggle. At last, it seems, South Africa’s black majority has won the most fundamental of democratic rights. Unfortunately, April’s elections will not mark a victory for the black masses in South Africa, but will confirm the defeat of their struggle.

This may strike many people as an outrageous, even totally bizarre, point to make on the eve of the elections. Surely the fact that black South Africans are participating in an election which affirms their status as equal citizens of South Africa—a status forcibly denied them by apartheid—represents a major step forward? Is this not a victory against racial oppression?

Sadly, the answer is no. A black ANC-dominated government will almost certainly be elected. But the real power in South African society will remain with the very forces which were behind apartheid in the first place—the white minority capitalist class, now aided by a new black elite.

Apartheid—the forcible denial of any semblance of democratic rights to South Africa’s black majority—was never simply an irrational racist system. It was the form that capitalist rule took in the past. The laws and practices of apartheid racially divided the working class, and ensured that white workers supported the regime. The white minority capitalist class was left free to exploit the source of all its wealth and power—the black working class. The white elite’s power has always rested upon its ownership and control of South Africa’s productive resources. After 28 April, whatever happens in the elections, this basic class division in South African society will remain intact.

Although the new post-apartheid South Africa will have an ANC-led government, Nelson Mandela’s leadership has made it clear that the old rulers of apartheid capitalism have little to fear. The ANC has renounced its state socialist policies and embraced the market economy. It has pledged not to interfere with the repressive machinery of the apartheid state. And the ANC has accepted a constitutional arrangement which institutionalises power-sharing and minority rights at every level of government, effectively abandoning its commitment to real black majority rule. Taken together, these arrangements will ensure that the white minority capitalist class continues to exercise social power.

President De Klerk’s entire strategy of negotiating a settlement with the ANC has been geared towards protecting that privileged minority. His National Party is reconciled to seeing black faces in government. De Klerk’s strategy has been to draw the liberation movement—or at least sections of the ANC leadership—into a relationship with the state. By rewarding moderation while brutally cracking down on those unwilling to compromise, De Klerk has succeeded in moderating the ANC to the point where it dropped all talk of fundamental economic and social change, and has even abandoned black majority rule, the democratic principle at the heart of the liberation struggle.

It is important to point out just how far the ANC has retreated from its principles. In 1969 the ANC conference in exile at Morogoro, Tanzania, adopted the document ‘Forward to freedom: strategy and tactics of the African National Congress’. The ‘Morogoro Declaration’ signalled the ANC’s intention to be a liberation movement committed to mobilising the black masses and overthrowing the apartheid regime.

In appealing to the black working class, the document spelled out that liberation meant more than electing a black government: ‘to allow the existing economic forces to retain their interests intact is to feed the root of racial supremacy and does not even represent the shadow of liberation’. It is a measure of De Klerk’s success and the ANC’s complicity that even such a ‘shadow’ as power-sharing should now be celebrated as the achievement of black liberation.

Of course, compromises are sometimes necessary. But the fact that the ANC is presenting its compromise as a victory is a betrayal of the black masses and all the sacrifices they have endured—sacrifices which have allowed the ANC leaders to get where they are today. The ANC leadership has settled its differences with the apartheid regime, and is determined to reap the benefits of its compromise which will allow a black elite access to political power and economic privilege. What the black masses are poised to discover is that it will not be apartheid legislation that confines them to their squallid townships in future, but market forces and an elected black government.

As precedent converts to the free market, the ANC envisages a scenario in which at most 500,000 non-agricultural jobs will be created by a public sector investment programme. When set against South Africa’s estimated 40-50 percent unemployment rate, and the total of 17m living below the breadline, it is clear how an ANC election victory will certainly ‘not even represent the shadow of liberation’.

April’s elections will not result in peace and freedom for the majority in South Africa. While De Klerk and Mandela warn about the dangers posed by the white and black right, it is the black masses who represent the real long-term threat to their envisaged cosy relationship. The likely shape of things to come was shown by events in the ‘liberland’ of Bulawayo in March.

In Bophuthatswana, it was the actions of the black masses that finally deposed the apartheid stooge Lucas Mangope. While the world’s press concentrated on the execution of three white Afrikaner ‘commandos’ by a black policeman, they largely missed the critical point. After the rag-tag army of white mercenaries had been routed, De Klerk and Mandela took a joint decision to send in the South African Defence Force to restore order, so ensuring that mass action was curbed and the people were kept off the streets. The ANC’s willingness to use the armed forces of the apartheid state to contain the black masses gave a glimpse of what we can expect from the post-election government. For the black majority, the new South Africa is set to be a land of austerity drives and law-and-order clampdowns.

In South Africa from 26-28 April, the black majority will have the freedom to vote for the first time. However, they will not be voting for liberation, but for a system which will keep them at the bottom of the pile in the factories, mines, farms and townships of apartheid capitalism.  
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Just back from Sarajevo where she was monitoring what the British defence secretary called the 'creeping ceasefire', Joan Phillips reports on the creeping colonialism of the United Nations

Where peace means war

A few months ago Wayne Atkins of No.1 Company of the Coldstream Guards in Vitez was hoping to be sent home from Bosnia. Now he's hoping that his old mate Darren Atkins of the newly arrived 1st Battalion of the Duke of Wellington's Regiment will soon be joining him for an off-duty drink in Split.

Only six weeks after the Western powers were threatening to withdraw their forces from Bosnia, why did they suddenly decide to send more troops there?

It is taken for granted that the Western U-turn on troop deployment is the result of what is called in UN-speak "the reality of change" (or even "the change of reality") on the ground in Bosnia. The consensus seems to be that peace has broken out and more UN troops are needed to police the ceasefire.

Strangely nobody has asked the obvious — why more troops rather than fewer are needed if peace is really breaking out? It seems to be accepted without question that peace requires the presence of more people whose business is war.

Why is it that every time another ceasefire is agreed in Bosnia the UN commander issues a demand for more soldiers? As I stood watching UN tanks trundling into Sarajevo after the ceasefire in February, I wondered how long it would be before more would follow. Within weeks, the Western powers were sending more military firepower to Bosnia.

All this made me think long and hard about what is really happening on the ground in Bosnia and what Western governments are responding to. I came to the conclusion that recent initiatives have got very little to do with what is happening in Bosnia and a lot more to do with what is happening in the West.

Looking at the way the British government changed its policy on Bosnia three times in the space of three months. In January, John Major's government was debating whether to withdraw its forces from Bosnia. By February, the government had ruled out a withdrawal, but set its face against any deeper military entanglement. In March, Britain decided to despatch 900 of the Duke of Wellington's men to Bosnia.

The fact that Britain, which has no desire to get sucked in militarily in Bosnia, has ended up dispatching more troops there reveals the inexorable pressures driving all the Western powers to militarise their foreign policy. Anybody who has been following the sad fortunes of the British prime minister in recent months will know what pressures I am referring to.

Whatever authority John Major might once have had is being buried beneath the column inches devoted to his mismanagement of the economic slump, his government's propensity for corruption and his ministers' apparent inability to see a sex scandal when it is staring them in the face.
Everything Major touches, from the economic ‘recovery’ to education reforms, turns to disaster. Every attempt he makes to restore the government’s credibility, from ‘Back to basics’ to the law-and-order crusade, blows up in his face. Major desperately needs something that can boost his authority. Unable to find any quick fix at home, he is increasingly driven to look abroad for salvation. And who better than a military man like General Michael Rose, the British commander of UN forces in Bosnia, to play the role of saviour? Who knows, he may even be able to restore the iron image that used to be associated with the British premiership, at a time when the present incumbent appears to have about as much backbone as a banana.

And Major is not the only Western leader who could do with a backbone-boosting injection from Bosnia. All the great powers are using the war in Bosnia as a way of recouping abroad the moral authority which they have lost at home. Even the Japanese, in the person of Yasushi Akashi, the UN special envoy in Bosnia, are getting in on the game so far monopolised by the Americans, Germans, French and British.

Assailed by slump, scandals and sleaze, the governments of the West are experiencing a political crisis. They evidently find it easier to walk tall by carrying a big stick in Bosnia than by making policy in London, Washington, Paris or Bonn.

John Major, Bill Clinton, Edmund Balladur and Helmut Kohl are driven to intervene in Bosnia not only by a desire to boost their domestic ratings. They are also intervening in order to improve their international standing at the expense of their rivals. By taking the initiative on Bosnia, Western politicians are seeking to show the rest of the world who’s boss, and staking a claim to global influence.

Most of the initiatives taken in Bosnia are inspired by national chauvinism. So when General Rose demands more peacekeeping troops in Bosnia, he makes a point of saying that British peacekeeping troops are best. As one of his subordinates let slip to the Daily Telegraph, the British are second to none at colonial warfare:

‘I know this sounds nationalistic, but British troops so outweigh those of several other nations here that they are not an option for them. With our colonial experience, and especially Northern Ireland, a battalion of British infantry is worth two or three from some other nations.’
(3 March 1994)

What does it matter if John Major cannot tie his shoelaces, when the Duke of Wellington’s boys can show off in their Saxo armoured personnel carriers and show the natives of Bosnia a trick or two that they picked up in Ulster from behind the barrel of a 7.62mm machine gun?

This need to bolster the authority of Western leaders by hanging the
national drum is what lies behind the latest spate of initiatives on Bosnia. The war has now entered a new phase in which a dynamic towards more intervention is being fuelled above all by the legitimacy crisis afflicting every Western government.

The moment it was given authority over heavy weapons, the UN effectively became a colonial army of occupation

The Nato ultimatum to the Serbs to withdraw their weapons from around Sarajevo or be bombed had nothing to do with what was happening on the ground in Bosnia. Indeed, if they had really reacted to something in Bosnia, the Nato powers might have issued an ultimatum to the Croats and Muslims in central Bosnia, where for the past year the war has been raging much more fiercely than in Sarajevo. But instead, the attention in Sarajevo’s marketplace on 5 February became the pretext the Western powers were looking for to get tough with the Serbs by threatening air strikes.

In the days before the expiry of the Nato ultimatum, Sarajevo was even more of a media circus than usual. As the deadline came and went, journalists were still queuing for a UN flight into Sarajevo. Only this time, the plane didn’t hole up in the Holiday Inn, but headed off for the hills above the city, where they hovered like vultures waiting for the bombs to fall on the Bosnian Serb positions.

Staged atrocity?

One crew never got near the mountains. CNN’s Christiane Amanpour tried to barge, bribe and bully the Serbs into letting her come to Pale. But they wouldn’t let her past the checkpoint at Lukavica. CNN had not endeared itself to the Bosnian Serbs with its biased reporting over the past two years. But the final straw was its live coverage of the marketplace carnage which automatically assumed that the Serbs were to blame.

There is much circumstantial evidence to suggest that the atrocity was stage-managed. There are questions about whether a single 12.7mm mortar shell could kill and maim so many (265); about the fact that so many of the injuries were below the waist, unusual for a mortar explosion; about the relative lack of shrapnel wounds, also unusual for victims of a mortar shell; about the stiffness of some of the corpses at the scene.

There are questions, too, about the refusal of the UN to interview and examine all the survivors of the explosion: about the UN’s refusal to make an assessment of the bomb based on an analysis of the fragments; and about the nature of the crater from which prying eyes were kept by a 24-hour armed guard.

Now it appears that UN officials had their doubts from the start about blaming the Serbs. While I was in Bosnia there was a lot of furtive whispering among UN officials about atrocities being stage-managed to secure military intervention. And yet nobody objected to the way the Nato powers staked out the Serbs as the villains of the piece to justify their bombing threat. It now seems likely that a UN report blaming Muslim forces for the marketplace explosion has been suppressed, as reported by the French TV channel France One, but ignored by every British newspaper except the Times.

‘The Russians are coming’

The journalists who covered the marketplace attack didn’t ask any probing questions about what had happened. They were too busy hunting for Serbian heavy weapons in the hills above Sarajevo. It is not hard to understand how Nato sold its ultimatum to these people, who seem to have abandoned their critical faculties. What was not so easy to grasp at first was how the hell the UN was going to sell the Nato deal to the Serbs.

Back in 1989, when I watched the Berlin Wall come down, I would never have imagined that within five years I’d be standing in an Eastern European country watching hundreds of people shouting ‘The Russians are coming!’ with rapture on their faces. But that’s what I saw on the bridge in Pale, watching the Russian UN tanks roll down the road to Sarajevo.

The Serbs would never have trusted the other UN forces to police the front lines and oversee the withdrawal of their heavy weapons. They remember how French UN troops ran away in January 1993, when heavily armed Croatian forces invaded Serbian villages in the UN-protected areas in Krajina after Serbian soldiers had handed over their guns to the UN. But they were happy to hand over their guns once the Russians had arrived. In fact, they were playing a similar game to everybody else. Boris Yeltsin has just as big an authority problem as John Major.

By seizing the initiative from the Nato powers in Bosnia, he hoped to show his people that Russia could still call the shots. By appearing to come to the rescue of the Serbs, Russia’s old allies, Yeltsin was also saying that he would not abandon his countrymen outside Russia’s borders. And he was sending a signal to the Nato powers that Russia is no a two-bit country like Bulgaria which the Americans can push around, but a power with its own strategic interests in the region.

Bill Clinton didn’t like Boris Yeltsin stealing the limelight, and showed his displeasure with Moscow by throwing down four Serbian planes over Banja Luka. Yet the intervention of the Russians paved the way for the Americans to broker a Washington agreement between the Bosnian Croats and Muslims. Indeed, without the Russians it is questionable whether the events of the past few months would have provided such a boost for the West.

UN checkpoints

On the one hand, events have boosted the moral authority of Western governments at home. It is now accepted without question by most people that their governments have the moral right and indeed a duty to impose a peace settlement on the warring factions in Bosnia at the point of a gun. The fact that nobody raised an eyebrow when Nato jets blasted four Serbian places out of the skies over Bosnia shows how successful Western governments have been in getting everybody to accept that they are in Bosnia to do good, even if doing good has been reinterpreted to mean carrying out an act of war in somebody else’s country.

On the other hand, the events of recent months have strengthened the military authority of Western forces in Bosnia. The UN’s writ now runs in places where it never ran before. I never used to bother getting an Lupa press card when I went to Croatia or Bosnia because I knew I’d never be asked for it. The UN had its own checkpoints and its bases. But it was only pretending to be in control. The people who really controlled the maps, even in what were meant to be UN-protected areas, were the local armies.

Power games

Now the UN is no longer a pretend army. Within days of the ceasefire in Sarajevo, it was possible to detect a new swaggering arrogance about the UN. This was summed up for me by the 4th French battle group at Vitezovo on Mount Trebevic, who don’t bother to conceal their contempt for the ragtag Serbian and Muslim soldiers whose front lines they have to police.

The moment it was given the authority to take control of Serbian, Muslim and Croatian heavy weapons, the UN effectively became a colonial army of occupation. UN troops haven’t just been taking control of heavy
weapons, front lines and military checkpoints. They are starting to take control of everything and starting to take more liberties. Not only are the UN forces dictating who can and can't fight, they are saying who can go where, and when; not only are they policing the front lines, they are deciding how cities like Sarajevo will be divided; not only are they turning into roadblocks, they are taking over the whole country.

This is seen as good news by most people in the West. But it's not good news for anybody in Bosnia. Everybody is talking about 'the best chance of peace for two years'. But there has been no peace in Bosnia for two years because Western intervention has kept the war going. And there won't be any peace for another two years if the Western powers have anything to do with it.

Only the peoples of Bosnia are capable of working out an equitable solution to this war. Outside interventions of the sort we have seen for two years cannot bring peace because they are motivated by the cynical self-interest of the great powers who are playing their own games in Bosnia. The upshot of this process so far has been to entrench divisions and prolong the war.

It is hard to take the latest US initiative seriously or to imagine that its consequences will be any different. The Washington accord envisages a federation of Bosnian Croats and Bosnian Muslims linked with Croatia through a confederate structure. It is a 'peace' deal imposed with the threat of war. The Bosnian Serbs have been told that if they do not accept the Washington agreement and join the federation they will be isolated and 'the black hole of Europe'.

Creeping colonialism

Any deal being brokered by the Western powers will inevitably create new divisions among the warring parties in Bosnia. It is already apparent that the Washington agreement has altered the balance of forces in the war and laid the basis for new conflicts. The truce imposed between the Croats and Muslims strengthens the ability of their respective armies to go on the offensive against the Serbs. This immediately provoked the Serbs to head off any attack by going on the offensive themselves.

Predictably, the Serbs, left out of the latest Western deal, have been itching out in an attempt to scupper the Washington accord. A renewed offensive against Muslim towns has been accompanied by attacks on UN personnel and planes and by the blocking of aid routes which have reopened in central Bosnia since the Croat-Muslim ceasefire. In other words, the US intervention has managed to make the Serbs start fighting again, after they had been suing for peace for the previous six months.

Even if the Western-imposed peace deal did last, the implications of accepting it are very dangerous. It means accepting the right of outsiders to decide the fate of the peoples of Bosnia, accepting the right of Western governments to redraw the borders of somebody else's country; accepting their right to call people in the Balkans how to behave, at the point of an air-strike.

In the old days, that used to be called colonialism. Now it's called a peacekeeping operation. In the old days, the people who used to enforce colonial rule were called soldiers. Nowadays everybody calls them 'peacekeepers'. But why should men whose profession is killing suddenly become social workers because they happen to be in Bosnia and not Belfast? We should start to call things by their proper names again. After all, if we let them get away with their doublespeak in Bosnia, what's to stop them doing the same thing in Sudan or Palestine or anywhere? I'm not sure what Malcolm Rifkind was talking about when he described what's going on in Bosnia as a 'creeping ceasefire'. Creeping colonialism more like.
No controls on inf

The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority has asked for views on the use of eggs from human embryos and other ovarian tissue in research and infertility treatment. In his response to the HFEA, Living Marxism science editor John Gillott puts the case for unfettered scientific progress, and against authoritarian controls

The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA) was set up by parliament to regulate the provision of certain fertility treatments and any research involving human embryos. In a public consultation document issued in January, the HFEA asks for responses to eight questions on the use of donated ovarian tissue in embryo research and assisted conception.

a Should ways be sought of increasing the supply of eggs for use in research and infertility treatment? If so, what ways can be suggested?
b Should ovarian tissue from live donors be used in research?
c Should eggs or ovarian tissue from cadavers be used in research?
d Should eggs or ovarian tissue from fetuses be used in research?
e Should ovarian tissue from live donors be used in treatment?
f Should eggs or ovarian tissue from cadavers be used in treatment?
g Should eggs or ovarian tissue from fetuses be used in treatment?
h If you think that eggs or ovarian tissue from any of these sources should be allowed to be used in treatment or research, whose consent should be required, when should it be given, and in what form? Should there be any difference in the consents required for eggs or tissue used for research, and eggs or tissue used for treatment?

leaving aside for the moment the issue of consent, the answer to the first seven questions must be a resounding yes. This is the only answer consistent with human welfare and scientific advance.

There are around 600,000 infertile women in Britain, and the waiting time for fertility treatment can be as long as three years. This is a cause of much human misery and frustration. In part, the delays are caused by a shortage of donated eggs for assisted conception. The use of eggs from dead bodies and fetuses would make a significant difference to many women. The donation of ovarian tissue, rather than simply eggs, would, if the graft was successful, greatly reduce the amount of treatment an infertile woman need undergo in order to have children.

Much more research is needed to improve the efficiency of fertility treatment. Success rates vary from zero to over 30 per cent. If research on eggs and ovarian tissue from any source can help to improve success rates, it would make a significant difference to many people.

Research using donated ovarian tissue could also widen knowledge of issues that directly impinge on the lives of millions of people, such as the development of congenital diseases, the cause of miscarriages, and the timing of the menopause. Research could also lead to new methods of contraception, and new methods of detecting fetal abnormalities.

Research on embryonic development and research using fetal material are central to many other areas of medicine and science—cancer research and treatments for degenerative disorders to name but two. Even complete spinal breaks may one day be repaired using fetal material. While these issues fall outside the remit of the HFEA's consultation, they need to be brought into the discussion so that the full range of benefits deriving from research using donated ovarian and fetal material becomes more widely known.

Unfortunately, little has been heard of the advantages of using donated tissue in the debate so far. Instead, critics who stress the public's
factor’ that the use of fetal eggs arouses has received most attention. The HFEA is in part responsible for this.

The HFEA is preoccupied with what it calls the ‘ethical’ issues involved in fertility treatment. For women seeking treatment, however, a whole host of other questions are crucial. Fertility treatment is a lottery. Access to it depends on where you live, how much money you have, and whether a local GP or hospital decides that you have the right ‘lifestyle’. Providing decent treatment, open to all, ought to be the priority.

Before this consultation began, the HFEA chose to second guess public opinion when it declared that ‘the public may feel an instinctive repugnance to the use of ovarian tissue from these sources for research or fertility treatment’. And the HFEA’s enthusiasm to highlight what it sees as ‘new and difficult moral dilemmas’ has only helped sow confusion. In fact, the moral issues are quite straightforward.

The HFEA’s biggest worry is the effect on a child of finding out that he was born from an egg taken from a fetus. HFEA member Richard Holloway, the episcopalian Bishop of Edinburgh, and members of parliament David Alton and Dame JH Knight argue that such a child would be psychologically disturbed.

There was a similar outcry when in vitro fertilisation (IVF) techniques were developed. Yet today, it is widely recognised that children born through IVF are generally as well-adjusted as any other children. Perhaps more so, because their parents went to such trouble to have them. The same may well hold for children born using fetal eggs.

Much more damage will be caused to a child by the reaction of society to him than by the biological facts of his birth. In the past, generations of children born outside marriage had their lives blighted by being branded as ‘bastards’. If religious and conservative critics succeed in attacking similar social stigma to children born using donated eggs and tissue, they will be responsible if these children turn out to be disturbed.

Some commentators have raised broader fears about the transfer of germ cells. Apparently, such transfers threaten to undermine the human soul and put us on a slippery slope leading to a totalitarian Brave New World complete with ‘designer babies’.

This is nonsense. The transfer of eggs from one woman to another has already taken place without society falling apart or soulless monsters being born. The transfer from cadaver and fetus to a woman is no different.

All that women seeking infertility treatment today want is the possibility of a healthy child. However, if in the distant future ‘designer babies’ become possible, society may well decide that a little design is no bad thing. After all, the blind working of chance mutation and natural selection has given us cystic fibrosis and many other diseases.

The HFEA believes the issue of consent to be especially problematic. In fact, the transfer of ovarian tissue and eggs raises no new problems as far as consent is concerned. If existing practice is followed, the family of the deceased would give consent in the case of cadavers. And, treating a fetus as a part of the body tissue of a woman, she would give consent to the use of the aborted fetus. Alternatively, consent could be handed over to the relevant authorities. Either way, the pros and cons are not specific to ovarian tissue donation.

Access to treatment is the only serious policy issue arising from the new techniques. In fertility treatment, as in many other areas today, the rights of the individual are increasingly being abrogated by a plethora of state and para-state bodies.

In France, IVF is restricted to fertile heterosexual couples in a ‘stable union’. In many clinics in Britain, a couple must satisfy a whole host of ‘lifestyle’ conditions in order to receive treatment. Health secretary Virginia Bottomley has said that ‘women do not have the right to have a child; the child has the right to a suitable home’.

All of these policies and arguments are authoritarian impositions and should be rejected. Who is to judge what ‘suitable’ means? The logic of these measures would be Mrs Bottomley and her health quangos taking control over the procreative activity of fertile women.

Neither doctors, fertility clinics, nor the state should be able to decide who can and cannot have children. Individuals must be free to make their own decisions.
Carry on, Doctor

Vicky Richardson talked to Dr Roger Gosden of Edinburgh University Medical School, whose research into infertility treatments has made him a target for the new scare about using eggs and ovarian tissue from fetuses.

When I turned up at Edinburgh University Medical School to meet Dr Roger Gosden, I half expected him to be working in a laboratory surrounded by bottled fetuses. Instead I found him in a small office sitting next to a three-foot high pile of medical students' essays.

Gosden's research on fetal ovarian tissue transplantation has plunged him unwittingly into a storm of controversy. His critics give us the impression that scientists like Gosden are up to no good, meddling with nature and out of control. He has received letters saying 'you should be exterminated', and anti-abortion crusader David Alton MP has called his research 'a macabre and gruesome development' that kills babies in the womb.

In reality Dr Gosden is the deputy head of a physiology department who devotes himself to research that will one day enable infertile women to have children, and to marking his students' essays. He says his guiding principle is compassion for those who are suffering, not exactly my idea of Dr Frankenstein.

For Gosden, there is an irony in the future that now suddenly surrounds his work. For one thing, contrary to the impression given by much of the media, the transplantation of fetal tissue is not new. As Gosden explained, pointing to a photocopy of a paper published in 1945 called 'Offspring from unborn mothers', 'we've known for a long time that a fetal graft is possible, but it's only in recent years since reproductive technologies have become a focus of public attention that people realise that immense progress can be made'.

On the other hand, technology which could enable scientists to grow up the eggs from aborted fetuses for use in assisted conception is still some years off, despite the recent media furor about it. Gosden reckons that it will be 10 or 20 years before this is possible. The coverage of the issue has been out of all proportion to the actual stage of the technology, an exercise in media scaremongering rather than serious scientific debate.

Fetal eggs

If scientists were able to grow up fetes eggs in culture, or to transplant fetal ovarian tissue, it would revolutionise infertility treatment, which at present relies on taking mature eggs from the ovaries of donor women. Using the eggs of aborted fetuses would be one way of solving the problem of egg shortage, which is now a major barrier to women wanting in vitro fertilisation. The problem is that nobody yet knows how to mature human eggs outside of the ovary. Gosden's team have successfully matured and fertilized the eggs of mice, pigs and sheep, but, although theoretically possible, it's more difficult to do this with human eggs. For Gosden, work in this field is very much at the pioneering stage.

Gosden keeps an open mind as to what may be possible, and he hopes that simply by studying the eggs he could make all kinds of discoveries. For instance, doctors will soon know much more about the causes of early ovarian failure, as well as being able to determine exactly when menopause will occur. This would allow women to plan ahead, knowing how many fertile years they had left. At the moment, nobody knows exactly what effect drugs, alcohol and tobacco have on fertility. Gosden suspects that smoking kills the egg cells, but he will be able to investigate this by growing eggs. Other spin-offs from the research might be to better understand the causes of infertility, birth defects and some forms of cancer.

If this work is halted by the government or its regulatory body, as many people now hope it will be, scientists will remain ignorant about the early stage of life when many birth defects occur. Gosden feels strongly that research must go ahead. 'Some people would like to prescribe research in this area and say leave everything to nature. To me this is a vacuous argument. If we don't make discoveries here, they will be made somewhere else. It's not like the Sartanian verses. If Salmon Rushdie had not been born, nobody would have written the book. But the book of life is there for anybody to read, provided they have the scientific tools.'

Culture-grown eggs

Despite the burst of publicity, Dr Gosden and his team of six are currently not using fetal tissue at all. He is working instead with bits of ovaries from mice, pigs and sheep. Gosden is wary of raising people's hopes too high, and stresses that the aim of growing up eggs is a long-term one. On the other hand, his current work, grafting ovarian tissue, could come on stream much faster as a way of radically improving infertility treatment.

At present infertility treatment is a lottery. Success rates for in vitro fertilisation (IVF) range from around 30 per cent in the best places up to nil in the worst. For every cycle of IVF,
the woman has to undergo an involved process of having her ovaries shut down, and then artificially stimulated, by hormones to produce several eggs instead of just the one that would be produced in the normal cycle. The eggs, usually around a dozen, are then extracted surgically, mixed with sperm and, if fertilisation takes place, up to three embryos are placed in her womb. The procedure is extremely expensive (around £20000), time consuming and uncomfortable. If the cycle fails, the whole procedure involving hormone injections, ovary scanning and egg removal has to be repeated.

Godsen is working on a technique where instead of stimulating a woman's ovaries to ripen a separate batch of eggs for every cycle of IVF, a snippet of ovary containing hundreds of unripe eggs could be removed from the woman. A supply of eggs could then be extracted and ripened outside the body. These could be fertilised and placed in the womb as in conventional treatment. The rest of the immature eggs, or maybe the ovarian tissue itself, could be frozen and stored for future cycles of treatment as necessary. This would allow the woman to undergo repeat cycles of IVF without the repeated hormone treatment and egg extractions.

If this became possible it would also probably vastly increase the supply of donated eggs. Donating a small section of ovary would be more acceptable to many women than undergoing the hormone treatment and egg extraction procedures that donors suffer today. However, before this can be done, scientists have to discover how to ripen human eggs in culture, and freezing techniques will have to be improved.

Like a pancreas

Another exciting area of Godsen's work involves the grafting of donated ovarian tissue from one woman to another. An ovarian graft would be a complete treatment for infertility, enabling a woman to produce both eggs and hormones on a monthly basis. Godsen uses the analogy of replacing the pancreas, thereby restoring two functions at once—production of hormones and digestive juices. The recipient of the ovarian graft would be as well-equipped to conceive as any other woman, using the normal (if rather inefficient) methods of human reproduction. The ovarian grafting technique would be of particular benefit to Turner's Syndrome sufferers, who are born infertile. Both of the techniques would also benefit cancer sufferers whose treatment often renders them infertile. If Godsen's work is successful, cancer patients could have eggs or sections of their ovaries removed before treatment, which could then be replaced afterwards.

There is nothing to suggest that grafted ovarian tissue is treated as particularly foreign by another body.

In fact it is probably accepted more readily than major organs like the heart. If ovarian grafts were made possible, the donors would ideally need to be young because that is when most eggs are available. Which means that it would make logical sense to use fetal tissue. At present the tissue from 200 000 abortions is discarded every year in Britain, some of it could be used to help the thousands of infertile women who want babies.

With both of the techniques which Dr Godsen is working on, the priority today is for much more research. So far, the main effect of the recent controversy on Godsen's work has been the time he has lost doing interviews. But the consequences for scientists like him could be far more serious if the scare about the use of fetal material and other ovarian tissue takes hold.

Reversing menopause

Dr Godsen himself stopped work on fetal tissue some time ago, because the ideas for freezing ovary snippets came along and seemed to have more immediate benefits. However, it would be a disaster if the longer run if research and therapy using fetal tissue was to be banned.

One good reason for using this tissue is revealed by science itself. The older women get, the fewer eggs they have, so that in many respects fetuses make the best donors. Think of the ovaries as being like an hourglass that is full at birth, with the sand running through, until at menopause the top chamber is empty. We should not let the fear of scientific progress and of interfering with nature which pervades society today stand in the way of people like Roger Godsen making it possible to reverse the process.
Sterile concerns

Society assumes that women want to have children and will have children. Motherhood is seen as the normal state of affairs for a woman once she has passed her mid-twenties. If, by the time you’re 40, you haven’t produced, you are seen as pitiful or peculiar. Pitiful if you can’t breed, peculiar if you won’t.

Many women’s magazines you care to pick up assume that a family life will be on your agenda at some time. Those aimed at a lesbian readership are the only exceptions—and babies are included among the accessories in some of these. Younger women’s glossies may share their readers’ desire to remain childless at present but often carry articles on ‘safeguarding your fertility for the future’.

Given the consensus that ‘happy families’ are where it’s at, you would think that any breakthrough in the treatment of infertility, or any new method of assisted conception would be welcomed without equivocation. After all, a couple who want to be parents are aspiring to fulfill a social norm and these treatments help meet the aspiration.

In reality, breakthroughs in infertility and assisted conception give the authorities cause for at least as much consternation as celebration. Each new development in this field provokes a debate on whether it is morally, ethically and legally acceptable in a way that does not happen with other forms of medical treatment.

If a woman suffers liver failure, it is assumed that her illness should be treated and her life restored to normal. The situation is quite unambiguous and the treatment is seen as a clinical matter between her and her doctor. However, if she suffers ovarian failure, blocked fallopian tubes or any other condition which renders her infertile it is an issue of broader social concern. Her treatment immediately comes under moral, ethical and legal scrutiny. Why? What is it about fertility treatments that makes them so special and their regulation so essential?

The answer is often thought to lie in their unique relationship to the creation of ‘life’, but this is not very convincing. Many other medical treatments and procedures intervene on the very borderline of life and death. Yet the moral and ethical controversies which once surrounded such things as general anaesthetics, blood transfusion and heart transplants have faded away. With the exception of a few religious eccentrics, nobody now suggests that it is morally wrong to transplant a heart. For centuries, people saw the heart as the central force of life, love and conscience and the idea that one person’s heart could be transplanted into another was unthinkable. Now the notion that your feelings are transplanted with a heart is the stuff of fantasy movies. Likewise, today it would be a hasty to argue that general anaesthetics cause a man’s soul to leave his body to which it can never return.

Despite these changes in attitude, however, with assisted conception the controversies remain. This is because while most medical procedures are specific to an individual body, assisted conception techniques relate to a social institution: the family. They remain at the centre of moral controversy because the techniques involved expose to scrutiny many things about family life that are accepted as natural.

Capitalist society copes by making a whole number of social functions private matters. The raising of children, responsibility for the sick and care of the elderly are all designated to individual families rather than being seen as the responsibility of society as a whole. In this way, the family serves some vital functions for capitalism. It sustains the workforce without draining the resources of the employers or the state. At the same time, the obligation to provide for dependents helps to keep
male and female breadwinners hard at it in the workplace, as well as providing an incentive for the accumulation of wealth to pass on to heirs.

The strength of this arrangement is that it is understood to be a "natural" one. The kind of family relationships which currently predominate are supposed to be based on the dictates of nature, rather than the demands of capitalist society. It is accepted that we take responsibility for our parents and our children because we are their flesh and blood. It is this understanding of the importance of the family that makes so many members of the establishment uneasy about new reproductive technologies, since these interfere with the natural processes which ensure that children are biologically related to their parents.

Concern about the impact of reproductive technologies on the institution of the family was expressed most obviously in the early debates around artificial insemination using donated sperm (AID), and it is still around today.

AID has been practised for over 100 years. But when, in 1960, the practice was subjected to a government inquiry, the Feverham Committee on Human Artificial Insemination concluded that it was an extremely unwholesome practice. The committee's sole reason for allowing AID to remain legal was so that it could be regulated, whereas if it were banned the practice would simply go underground.

The Feverham Committee explicitly discussed AID as a threat to the institution of marriage and the relations of parents and children within it. Succession through blood descent is an important element of family life and, as such, is the basis of our society.
Most of us know very little about the circumstances in which our father’s sperm and our mother’s egg came together.

The regulatory body set up by the act, the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority, spells out exactly what this restriction means in its Code of Practice, acceptance of which is a condition of licence for clinics offering assisted conception. Para 3.16 of the code is worth quoting at length:

Where people seek licensed treatment, centres should bear in mind the following factors:

a) their commitment and that of their husband or partner (if any) to having and bringing up a child or children;
b) their ages and medical histories and the ages and medical histories of their families;
c) the needs of any children who may be born as a result of treatment, including the implications of any possible multiple births and the ability of prospective parents (or parent) to meet those needs;
d) any risk of harm to the child or children who may be born, including the risk of inherited diseases, problems during pregnancy and of neglect or abuse;
e) the effect of a new baby or babies upon any existing child in the family.

When donated sperm and eggs are used the criteria are even tighter. Any centre offering treatment is mandated to consider:

- the child’s potential to know about his or her origins and whether or not the prospective parents are prepared for the questions which may arise while the child is growing up;
- the possible attitudes of members of the family towards the child, and towards his or her status in the family;
- the implications for the welfare of the child; if the donor is personally known within the child’s family and social circle; and
- any possibility known to the centre of a dispute about the legal fatherhood of the child. (para 3.17)

In other words, before you benefit from the new reproductive technologies you have to convince those licensed to provide the treatment that you aspire to live a ‘normal’ family life and that there is nothing to stop you from fulfilling this aspiration.

This means that the potential for assisted conception techniques to benefit those outside conventional family relationships is severely restricted. There is no absolute ban on lesbians or single women receiving donated sperm—but before they can take advantage of this they have to convince a counsellor or doctor that there is a man around to meet the baby’s need for a father. Exactly what that need is nobody has every spelled out.

Perhaps more crucial is the consequence that this spirit of regulation has for the rest of society. It elevates the institution of the family into the only legitimate domain of procreation, and limits technological intervention to mirroring what already exists rather than providing new possibilities. It shackles the potential of new reproductive technologies and prevents us from using them to push aside existing biologically imposed constraints on our lives.

In theory the new reproductive technologies could extend our control over our fertility in many ways. Most women experience their menopause in their forties when they still have years of energy and enthusiasm left. Many women can probably think of better things to expend it on than young children, but if there is a demand, and if the technology exists to do it, why should we not push back our child-bearing years into our fifties? If the technology exists to allow a woman to have a child without a direct relationship with a man, why shouldn’t she use it?

Why should we accept that doctors and counsellors working in infertility clinics have the right to decide whether those seeking treatment are fit to be parents? Why should we accept that parliament or a committee of the great and the good can lay down mandatory guidelines which prevent those with medical problems receiving the treatment they need?

From a clinical point of view, infertility treatment requires neither more nor less regulation than any other form of medical treatment. The only ‘moral’ issue we need to worry about is the authorities’ refusal to provide the resources to extend the treatment to all those who want it—a problem conveniently hidden behind all the fuss about ‘natural’ and ‘normal’ family arrangements.

On it depended the prestige and other titles of honour, and the monarchy itself”, declared the committee’s report. 'Knowledge that there is uncertainty about the fatherhood of some', it continued, 'is a potential threat to the security of all'. This seems laughable today. But, while nobody is very worried about the possible dangers to inherited wealth, the problem of the stability of traditional family life remains at the heart of the debate about the reproductive technologies. Today's controversies crystallise around expressions of concern about how children born as a consequence of these methods will relate to their parents.

In the abstract this seems a curious concern. After all, why should a child conceived in a test tube have a different relationship with its parents to that conceived by a child conceived in the back seat of a car? Most of us know very little about the circumstances in which our father's sperm and mother's egg came together. In fact surveys suggest that fewer of us than we like to think can even be certain where the sperm came from. It has been estimated that as many as 20 per cent of children born in some hospitals may not be biologically related to both parents. It seems safe to assume that the relationship between any child and its parents is determined by the way they behave after the birth. Studies which have sought to compare the well-being of children conceived spontaneously and those conceived as a result of new reproductive technologies have found (as you would expect) negligible differences.

However, this expression of concern about the welfare of children born after intervention provides a good excuse for an explicit discussion about the desirability of the new reproductive technologies and for policing who can and cannot have access to them. Enquiries into the social circumstances and emotional stability of those seeking infertility treatment, and the restriction of treatment to those who are approved, is justified on the grounds that only those presumed likely to be fit parents should benefit. And the only families deemed fit are those which fit the image that the authorities have designated as natural.

As assisted conception techniques have developed, the authorities have tried to ensure that their use is restricted to couples who aspire to 'normal' families. In other words, those in which the relationship between parents and children will be that of the textbook nuclear family. Caring couples only need apply.

The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act, which has regulated the use of the new reproductive technologies since 1990, legislates that 'a woman shall not be provided with treatment services unless account has been taken of the welfare of any child born as a result of the treatment (including the need of that child for a father) and of any other child who may be affected by the birth'.
Egg on her face

Anne Jill Knight has hardly bothered to conceal the hidden agenda behind her rather frenzied attempt to outlaw the use of fetal eggs in research and infertility treatment. The real motivation behind her private member's bill, "Eggs from Fetuses (Prohibition of Use)," has been clear from her first reported comments on the issue in January. It is another excuse to mount her anti-abortion hobby horse.

Despite Mrs. Knight's appreciation of things scientific, she is reportedly not well informed on the subject of embryo development. She is not impressed by any of the possible benefits of research, her sole aim is to gain a platform for what she sees as "pro-life" arguments. Her blunt and think-like-a-box response to the Sunday Times editorial was a neat fit for the rest of the debate.

Asked what she thought of the use of fetal eggs in research and fertility treatments, she described it as "a sinister Orwellian development which could lead to the production and exploitation of a new, human child for commercial reasons". David Attenborough, one of the bill's co-sponsors, also came clean when he described possible research as "a menace and a product" which denies the great gift of life to the unborn but uses it to create new life in a laboratory.

Given that these MPs oppose abortion absolutely, they are unlikely to approve of the use of fetal tissue in any circumstances. They are, however, delighted to use any excuse to whip up alarm about the procedure, allowing them to influence the discussion on the scientific or clinical usefulness of fetal tissue in vitro fertilisation, or letting the Animal Liberation Front draft guidelines on the destruction of laboratory rats.

The small but vocal anti-abortion lobby persists in the belief that the use of fetal tissue is created because they know that it is just the thing to revolve and repulse. Most of us don't want to think about what happens to fetuses after they have been aborted any more than we want to think about the fate of all aborted fetuses. Although the inclination of the large number of people who support the anti-abortion lobby is a real concern, we are being asked to think about the future of the human species.

Playing on our squeamishness about dead human tissue is a cheap trick that the anti-abortion lobby dead level time and again. Last year they were agitating about the way that advanced fetal tissue is disposed of after abortion (was it buried, burned or macerated and shucked, was it treated with due respect?). Then they took up cudgels against the use of fetal tissue in research and treatment, generally casting aspersions about an unseemly trade between abortion clinics and research institutions. Now it is concern about the extraction of eggs from a fetus. Nobody can possibly argue that a dead fetus has any use for its eggs, which would otherwise be destroyed with the rest of the fetal tissue. But it conjures up a wonderfully eugenic image of a latter-day day grave robber (Aspen calls them "worm-hunters") plundering for medical science.

The fetal-egg debate is also a way of trying to establish that the fetus has rights, in common with the rest of us. One of Anne Jill's wackier arguments against the use of fetal eggs is that a fetus would not be able to consent to the donation. "It is difficult", she pointed out when she moved the bill for its first reading, "to see how an unborn girl fetus could be prevented from signing the consent form, and it will not do to say that the fetus' mother could do so instead. For good reason, law does not say that the grandmother of a baby that is alive when the consent is signed must be the donor mother and her consent is impossible." Nice one, Knight. After all, if you can establish a legal case for fetal consent, where will that leave women wanting abortions?

In some ways we can be encouraged by these perverse attempts to demand respect and rights for fetuses. They come in place of all-out attacks on the availability of abortion. The antis were severely shaken in 1990 when parliament voted overwhelmingly to allow abortion, under the existing terms of the 1967 Act, up to 24 weeks gestation, and from then on they haven't really known what to do with themselves. The more militant fringe has taken to standing outside abortion clinics waving pictures of fetuses at abortion clinics, while the mainstream has been reduced to these rather eccentric salami tactics—taking up any fringe issue which can be hung on the pro-life peg, from sex selection to eugenics.

Curiously, however, the pro-life theme breaks down when it comes to the issue of capital punishment. Voting on amendments to the Criminal Justice Bill, Anne Jill (along with MPs Harry Greenway, Phil Gallwey, Elizabeth Piccock and Roy Martin Smithy, all "pro-life" who sponsored her bill) voted for the restoration of the death penalty for killers of policemen. I assume they will call for a stay of execution if the murderer happens to be pregnant.

Anne Jill Knight's private member's bill will disappear into the usual parliamentary quagmire, never to see the light of day, so it need not alarm us unduly. What should perhaps alarm us is that she is chairman of the Conservative Party's backbench health committee. You have been warned.
What we need is more genetic engineering and less respect for nature’s inefficient designs, argues John Gillott

**Designer genes**

Genetics is the biggest growth area in science and technology. Just one part of work in the field, the Human Genome Project, is a billion-dollar enterprise that has been compared in scope to the Manhattan Project which built the atomic bomb during the Second World War, and to the Nasu missions to the moon.

Genetic science promises to produce new sources of food and medicine, and to eradicate previously incurable diseases such as cystic fibrosis and Huntington’s disease. It may even offer a cure for AIDS and cancer.

Genetics is also the most controversial area of science. In the past few years, there has been an explosion of committees pondering the ethical dimensions of the genetic modification of human and non-human life. Public fascination with the subject is mixed with a wide range of fears. Given the benefits genetic science offers, why is it so controversial?

The fear is that tampering with genetics could have unforeseen consequences, and that the new science might be used with evil intent. People fear that governments, scientists, doctors and others might try to enact a totalitarian eugenic policy of selective breeding. The Chinese government announced last year that it would embark on a nationwide eugenic policy ‘to avoid new births of inferior quality and heighten the standards of the entire population’. In the debate on using eggs from fetuses, it is often alleged that natural parents will want to pick and choose their offspring’s characteristics—‘designer babies’.

There is also concern that the collection of genetic data by governments, or even insurance companies and employers, would be a threat to civil liberties.

All technology and medicine is about changing nature, or stopping nature taking its course. In this sense, intervention at the genetic level is no different. Intervention at the genetic level is of a more fundamental character, however, because of the regulative role of genes in many developmental processes and diseases. But this ought to be an argument for, rather than against, genetic engineering, since it promises more profound improvements in the human condition than conventional medicine.

There are three broad classes of genetic modification. First, modification by insertion of the DNA from one organism into another. This might be the insertion of a healthy gene as a replacement for a defective gene within the same species, or it might be the insertion of a gene from a member of one species into a member of a different species. By the insertion of a foreign gene, sheep have been modified to produce the human blood-clotting agent Factor IX—a vital drug in the treatment of haemophilia.

**Second, there is** the more advanced modification through precision gene deletion and insertion. Rather than simply adding a gene and hoping for the best, a gene would be precisely inserted at a particular site in place of the present occupant. And third, there is human invention, the creation of wholly new genes or the deliberate modification of existing genes to create a new gene.

As a practical science and technology, genetics is less than 30 years old, and only the first of the three strategies has been developed. As yet there is no procedure for the secure replacement or modification of genes, never mind for creating designer genes. Indeed science has only five years experience in applying any genetic modification techniques to humanity.

On 22 May 1989, American scientists Steven Rosenberg, Frances Anderson and Michael Blaese injected cells carrying foreign DNA into a patient. Using the techniques developed with Rosenberg and Blaese, Anderson made history in 1990, treating a girl suffering from severe combined immune deficiency by injecting a functioning gene into her immune system. This was the first ever gene therapy trial. And it worked. Before the treatment, she was confined to a germ-free plastic bubble, now she can run around with other children.

This is a promising start, but much more needs to be done. By late last year, only 160 patients around the world had received gene therapy. Treatment has only been devised for a few
genetic-related diseases. Altogether there are thought to be about 4000 diseases where a genetic defect is the prime cause. Taken together, these diseases affect between 1 and 2 per cent of all live-born babies. It is suspected that genetic defects play a role in many other diseases. Known treatments need to be extended to more people, and research to develop treatment for other disorders needs to be encouraged.

**Basic gene therapy**—the replacement of a defective gene by a normal one—offers the possibility of treatment or cure to individuals while effecting a change which is not passed on to the next generation. Most people accept this kind of work. The opposition begins when more fundamental forms of genetic engineering are mooted. Outrage is aroused by any mention of the germ-line modification of humans; the modification of the sex cells or the cells that produce sex cells; modifications which are passed down the generations (which have not been done and are illegal in America and Europe); and the transference of genes from one species to another (which has been done).

These changes are seen as being more unnatural, and dangerous, than simply repairing the defective genes of an individual. There is a very good reason, however, why society should take these steps; nature is a bad designer. Humanity could improve on nature.

**Evolution works by** a combination of blind chance and natural selection. Species are not so much designed as cobbled together. Because selection has taken place over a very long time, some remarkable effects have been produced. Nevertheless, the un-designed character of evolution's work often shows through.

Take the example of sickle-cell anaemia, the world's most common human genetic disorder. The red blood cells of people with sickle-cell anaemia are mis-shapen. This clogs up their blood vessels, depriving their organs of oxygen. It generally leads to an early death.
The disorder arises when two copies of an abnormal gene—each from one parent—are present in an individual. If a person has just one copy of the same abnormal gene, however, their health is enhanced—it provides some protection against malaria, without the normal functioning of red blood cells being noticeably affected. In other words evolution has produced a defense against malaria, but the blind working of nature could not foresee the grotesque downside of the solution it has thrown up—sickle-cell anemia.

When we have developed a cure for this disorder, we will not be simply curing an individual, we will be combating the bad design of nature. When viewed in this light, simple common sense suggests that we should extend the treatment to germ-line modification of sufferers, and even those carrying only one copy of the gene. This cannot be done at the moment because we do not have a reliable method of gene deletion and insertion. In 10 years time, scientists estimate, such a procedure will be possible.

Beyond repairing disorders, germ-line modification could be used to improve upon nature. If a way is found through genetic engineering to confer resistance to AIDS upon people, we might want to insert this into the germ-line. Once we have a fuller understanding of processes like ageing and the metastasis in women, we might want to see if we can change things around a little bit here.

An argument against germ-line intervention, and mixing genes from one species with those of another, is that we are tampering with something we don’t fully understand. This can be posed as a legitimate argument for caution in the pursuit of germ-line modification. And new life forms should be studied in the laboratory before being released into the environment, because once released, organisms “cannot be recalled” as George Wald points out in "The Case Against Genetic Engineering. To the extent that it is true, this is an argument for more scientific research.

Wald and other critics of genetic engineering don’t want more research, however. They want to rule out genetic engineering. Some base their demand on the mystical idea that nature is a finely balanced whole which we tamper with at our peril. This is nonsense. There is no balance in nature. Because of the unplanned character of evolution, the only order that has been created is a dynamic one in which some species thrive and others die. Change, contingency, and destruction are the only fixed patterns in nature.

Other critics argue that humanity will never have a sufficient understanding of nature to risk making such fundamental changes. In the conclusion of their influential Genetics: The Ethics of Engineering Life, David Suzuki and Peter Knudtson call for a new mythology which must “evolve in human beings—scientists and non-scientists alike—an abiding sense of awe and humility towards all biological systems, whose stunning complexities outstrip our richest imagination.”

Critics are pessimistic about human abilities and human judgement, and project these concerns on to genetics.

Such pessimism is unwarranted, and mythologies we can do without. Humanity already has a fairly good grasp of biology, and that knowledge is rapidly advancing. Caution must be based on rational, scientific principles, not mystical mumbo-jumbo. Caution must also be tempered by the recognition that it is only by experimenting, and making mistakes, that progress in scientific understanding is made.

There is also an imperative to crack on with genetic engineering: it will help improve the human condition. Diseases will be cured, new drugs will be developed, and, in the distant future, we might want to make more fundamental changes to our genetic constitution. Given these possibilities, it is time the tables were turned on the critics—they, not the scientists, should be put in the dock and made to justify their position.

The foreboding which critics like Suzuki and Knudtson express has nothing to do with the reality of genetic science. As spokesmen of our conservative age, they are pessimistic about human abilities and human judgement, and they project these concerns on to genetics. Their delusion of nature and warnings against human interference are expressions of this social pessimism rather than serious scientific judgement.

Most popular fears about genetics are equally misplaced. What are perceived as problems thrown up by genetic science have, in fact, nothing to do with genetics—they are problems with the misuse of genetic ideas and technology by those who control them. In capitalist society, all areas of science are used first and foremost for the benefit of elites, not for the mass of the population. As with other areas of hi-tech science, it is to be expected that the military have a keen interest in genetic science. During the Gulf War, modern computers helped to destroy Iraq. Should computer science be rejected? Of course not—it is Western militarism that should be opposed.

Eugenics is a prime example of the misuse of genetic ideas by elites. The drive behind eugenics has always been an elitist and authoritarian policy agenda that has no basis in science. The term—derived from the name Eugen, meaning “well-born”—was coined by Francis Galton at the end of the last century, in order to dress up prejudice as science. For Galton, it rested on the belief that the lower classes in Britain were genetically inferior to the middle classes. Galton argued that middle class families should have more children so as to raise the quality of the national stock. In America and Germany, the theory was used to justify sterilization of “inferior” groups of people.

The proposed eugenic policy of the Chinese government today has nothing to do with improving the health of the population. It is based on bogus science—ordinary diseases have suddenly become genetically based according to the Chinese government. And care is not being offered. Rather, controls on procreation are being imposed. The aim is to sequester people for their own ill-health, and to blame poverty on population growth. It is a political campaign disguised in the language of genetics.

Access to and control over genetic information is a contentious issue today, especially in America. The state is very interested in genetic knowledge. The American military is heavily involved in genetic fingerprinting, and tried to stop a debunking of the procedure by the American scientists Richard Lewontin and Daniel Hartl from being published. There is also concern that employers and insurance companies may try to justify discrimination using genetics.

There is potential for genetic knowledge to be used in an authoritarian way. Advances in genetic science cannot be said to have caused these possibilities, however. Rather, genetic information, like any other kind of data, is open to manipulation in a society where there are fundamental conflicts of interest—between workers and employers, and between individuals and the state.

Colluting the misuse of genetic science with the science itself will do nothing to challenge the abuse of genetics and genetic information. And it will do nothing to foster a climate conducive to the advance of science. Progress in genetic knowledge and technology can bring nothing but good. Problems arising from the misuse of genetics require a political response, not a call to stop scientific advance.
An escalating crisis

The trudging and insidious trend of dressing up cost-cutting in PC clothes, or passing it off as a means of empowerment, has reached surreal levels at London Transport.

A few years ago BT began revamping tube stations and installing smart new writing boards at the top of escalators upon which the stuff could scribble the latest news about technical breakdowns. Now, most of these are like an endless parade of posters announcing ‘temporary disruptions’. Recently, however, a new poster has appeared, with the heading ‘Green Machine’. Underneath it explains that escalators will be turned off during off-peak times (whenever that may be, since trains are packed all day). This is being done to ‘reduce consumption of electricity and its effect on the environment’. In fact, this also explains the cancelled trains, switched-off platform indicators and so on.

Just as I was thinking they had gone as far as they could have, there came an Oxford Circus 13, along with several thousand others, and began trundling towards the one functioning staircase, only to be greeted by the following announcement: ‘We apologise for the inconvenience, and invite customers to make full use of the available escalator.’

Perhaps someone should explain what ‘full use’ means in this context. Are there ‘customers’ who are in the habit of making only partial use of the escalators, maybe hopping off half way and sliding down the handrail? Or are they suggesting that we take full advantage of the facilities by going back and queuing up for a second go, like a fairground ride? Or are we supposed to make full use of them for a few minutes of step aerobics, or an impromptu picnic? I await further posters with exciting suggestions.

I have been following with interest the progress of the Independent on Sunday’s ‘Dirty Dogs Campaign’, which has enlisted the support of both MPs and ordinary people in the fight against dog shit in public places. Despite my instinctive distaste of this kind of thing, I can’t help myself sympathising with its sentiments. Indeed, if I had my way, I would issue a Mao-like edict that every dog in the country should be shod and a public holiday instituted to commemorate the glorious day.

I was particularly disgusted by a letter I received from a ‘Customer Care Manager’ at the Royal Mail, apologising for the fact that the enclosed correspondence had been delayed and ‘may slow signs of desecration’. The explanation offered was that it was found in a posting box which had been soiled by dog excrement [sic]. Each letter has been individually cleansed by a specialist company, hence the desecration.

Since the old GPO was separated into the Royal Mail and BT there have been many changes—worse service, higher charges, wireframing, and more customer care units. Increased bureaucracy also means the left hand doesn’t always know what the right hand is doing. Judging from the above letter, the Royal Mail appears to have fallen into BT’s restrictions on dirty phone lines, as the closing paragraph contains an invitation to the aforementioned Customer Care Manager to phone his personal Customer Care Manager (sic). Mrs Ann Porter (if you wish to discuss this matter), a Southend phone number follows, which I shall not quote, in case this magazine falls into the wrong hands.

I have so far resisted the temptation to phone Mrs Porter but my curiosity grows stronger by the day. Who would wish to phone this woman and discuss dog shit? What exactly are you supposed to ask her? Does she provide titillating details, or simply sensible advice about not sticking soiled envelopes? I would be interested to hear from less timid readers who have experience of her services.

Who would wish to phone this woman and discuss dog shit?

I don’t usually comment on the efforts of rival columnists, but I notice that the Guardian’s ‘fifth Beatle’ Paul Foot appears to have become slightly less excoriated with the truth, reporting on all things ‘Anti-Nazi’.

First he reported how a racist Plymouth Argyle football fan was silenced by a spontaneous chant of ‘Nazi cunt!’. Now, not having been present at the match myself, I am quite prepared to believe that other spectators took issue with his views—I’ve seen it happen myself occasionally. But the spontaneous reaction of the average non-racists is not to shout ‘Nazi cunt!’ or ‘Never again!’. In fact the only incident of this nature that I can recall was in the seventies, when a racist, Nazi Youth League hooligan followed the pathetic British tennis ‘star’ Buster Mottram around Wimbledon, shouting ‘Buster Mottram is a Nazi’ through a megaphone, to the bemusement of the crowd.

Next Foot was—quite rightly—up in arms about the press ‘stars’ who printed pictures of alleged ‘rioters’ at the Anti-Nazi League demonstration in Welling, asking readers to identify them so they can be hung up for 10 years. However, this seems distinctly at odds with his earlier silence when organisers of the Militant Tendency’s Anti-Poll Tax League offered their services to the police in finger-wagging demonstrations involved in the 1990 riot at Trafalgar Square. Which of course would have nothing to do with the fact that Foot’s SWP was busy trying to jump on Militant’s bandwagon at the time.

I appreciate that Paul’s memory probably isn’t what it was, so I’m happy to alert him to this oversight.
Tommy McKearney, a former Irish republican prisoner and hunger-striker, told Fiona Foster why he doesn’t support the current ‘peace process’

One of ‘the unmanageables’

Tommy McKearney is an Irish republican from the small town of Moy in County Tyrone. He was released from jail last year, after serving 16 years for the killing of a British soldier.

Tommy McKearney has lost three brothers in the Irish War: Sean was killed by his own bomb in 1974; Padraig was shot dead by the SAS while on active service in Loughgall in 1987; Kevin was gunned down by a Loyalist death squad while working in the family butcher’s shop in January 1992. Tommy himself narrowly escaped death after spending 53 days without food as part of the 1980-81 H-Block hunger-strikes demanding political status for republican prisoners of war.

In March, Tommy McKearney was invited to London by the Irish Freedom Movement to address the Campaign Against Militarism’s War Drums and Peace Talks conference at Wembley. I asked him about the prospects for war and peace in Ireland.

Fiona Foster: Do you have any hope that the current peace process can deliver peace in Ireland?

Tommy McKearney: First and foremost I don’t believe that it is a peace process at all. As far as I’m concerned it’s a devious ploy by the British government to cover up, to attempt to wash away the outward signs of conflict without resolving it.

Fiona Foster: Republicans I’ve spoken to seem convinced that the process in some way reflects the British government’s desire to manoeuvre itself out of Ireland. Would you agree?

Tommy McKearney: No. On the contrary I would argue that the so-called peace process is aimed at strengthening the connection between Britain and Northern Ireland, at two levels. Firstly by convincing the general public in Britain and Ireland that they are genuinely interested in peace. Secondly by aiming to neutralise the most active opposition to British rule in Ireland, the republican population of the Six Counties, by convincing them that they no longer have cause for active opposition.

Fiona Foster: Do you think the peace process results from Britain’s weakness or strength in relation to the Irish War?

Tommy McKearney: I think we have to ask ourselves whether this is a situation where the British are being forced to concede to the realities of the battlefield. They have had to make concessions before, like in Kenya or where six or seven hundred million Indians said you can have it any bloody way you want it, peaceful or otherwise. They made the concessions in bad grace surely, but they had to make them. But I ask myself is this the reality of the field in Ireland, and I have to say, no, I don’t think it is. So then I am forced to question why Britain is doing this. To use a Northern Irish expression, I ask “are we being sold a pup?”

Fiona Foster: Are you saying that it’s the republican movement that is in a position of weakness?

Tommy McKearney: When you see some heads going down and the feet starting to lag, though it may be temporary, I would say yes, there has to be weakness. Let’s not cover it up, if we’re hurt, let’s say OK we’re hurt. We need to stop a minute and draw breath. But our situation hasn’t changed. We have to continue the fight, but we have to be honest about where we are. My concern is that we could be misled for a number of years, and then we’re saying that another generation is going to have to come along and take this awful, bloody baton from us.

Fiona Foster: You have said that the Downing Street declaration should have been rejected straight away. Why?

Tommy McKearney: Quite simply, there is nothing in it for nationalists or republicans. Britain has said “we respect your aspirations” but they’ve done nothing to realise those aspirations. I’d say that’s just about as bogus as your boss saying I recognise your aspiration to be paid on a Friday night but I’m not going to give you any money.
Fiona Foster: But what's wrong with simply refusing to respond to the declaration?

Tommy McKeeney: My concern is that by failing to reject the declaration out of hand, the republican leadership is creating the impression that the British are a disinterested party in the conflict, who could deliver peace. The problem is that this can undermine morale, because if you take people who are locked into a long, drawn-out struggle and you hold out the prospects of peace, it's very hard to go back on that. I believe that the British ruling class are skilfully taking the republican people down a long path that is going to be difficult to get off. And unfortunately it's not the path to peace.

Fiona Foster: What do you see as the role of the IRA's armed struggle today?

Tommy McKeeney: Firstly I want to say that there is a false counterposition made in the media between those who would accept the declaration and those who would 'bomb on'. To my mind we have, for too long, been forced to define ourselves as republicans through the use of armed force. But Irish republicanism is not equated simplistically with the use of armed force. I understand the role of force, but, by the same token, I don't say we'll use force and see what happens.

Let me make this clear, I'm opposed to the declaration and I reject Britain's right to be in my country. The question now is how we redefine and reorganise our struggle in such a way as it succeeds. I would say that the struggle has now become directionless to the extent that we're pinning our hopes on the decency of the British doing the right thing. I would argue that we need a comprehensive re-examination of the struggle and as such everything should be on the table, including the tactical question of the armed struggle.

Fiona Foster: How do you see the struggle against British rule in Ireland fitting in with an international anti-militarism?

Tommy McKeeney: As an Irish rebel and one of the unmanageables, it gratifies me to see Britain in decline. Yet she retains her seat at the inner circle of world imperialist powers. As such it's still the case that any blow against Britain will damage Western imperialism. The very existence of a peace process shows that the Irish are still a thorn in the side of Britain, that we can still damage their prestige.

I was born in Ireland and I will continue to fight imperialism where I stand as an Irish republican and as an internationalist.

Fiona Foster: Finally, what contribution do you think anti-militarists in Britain can make to challenging British rule and ending the war in Ireland?

Tommy McKeeney: You can give the lie to the idea that Britain is a peacemaker. You can remind people that the regime that is talking peace in Ireland is the same one that coldly and cynically decided to sink the Belgrano with the objective of ensuring that the war with Argentina would go ahead in 1982. It is the same regime that in the last few weeks has admitted to the aid-for-arms deal in Malaysia.

Now unless there is something in the Irish air that transforms those people into peacemakers, we must conclude that they are not well intentioned. You can give the lie to the idea that this declaration is the path to peace.
Never mind pillorying Leeds fans for chanting during the minute’s silence for Sir Matt Busby, season ticket-holder John Parker (North Stand Kop) is more concerned about the club’s application to join the league of the politically correct

"LIVING"

for away fans, Elland Road is one of the dark satanic mills of spotlight football in England. There are few places in the Premiership where visitors are received less charitably. Nor is fair play something which immediately springs to mind in connection with Leeds United. Remember the 1975 European Cup final at Parc des Princes? In that match Leeds United played a European ban; or the notorious ‘friendly’ with Glasgow Celtic—by the end there were as many empty beer bottles on the pitch as blades of grass. More recently, former Leeds striker Eric Cantona was greeted by a lynch-mob on his return to Elland Road in a Manchester United shirt. Add to this the ranunculus of tedious slurs like butcher, Jacky Charlton, Bremer, Jolley and Batty, and you get the idea of the ‘blues yar lag’ Leeds tradition.

So when Leeds fans failed to observe a minute’s silence after the death of Sir Matt Busby in January, everyone who could push a pen or climb on a soapbox used it as an excuse to raise sceptics past and to decry the Leeds fans as ‘scum’. Even Leeds players labelled them ‘hooligans’. Sneering press commentators took great pleasure in affirming that football fans are the same as they have always been: narrow-minded, bigoted and plain moronic. The Yorkshire Evening Post and the Sun launched photo-campaigns to single out the perpetrators, and to work with the club and the official supporters’ clubs to get them banned for life.

The hystirical reaction was a continuation of the club’s attempts to clean up its act. The increasingly competitive world of the Premiership dictates a move up the social ladder way from the terraces (or terraces still) towards the higher-earning respectable working class and even the middle classes.

It is well known that one of the first things manager Howard Wilkinson did when he took over five years ago was to remove all the pictures of the great Leeds teams of the sixties and seventies. Behind the scenes there have been parallel efforts to remove the地域 image that went with the Leeds hierarchy. Cup officials have outlawed provocative chants in the ground (punishable by ejection and banning). They have gone to great lengths to marginalise fans who chant the infamous ‘Airplane Song’ which, says the least, does not take a sympathetic approach to the 1968 Munich air disaster which affected our great rivals Manchester United.

Announcements have even been made over the PA threatening to arrest those who sing the song. In an attempt to undermine such sentiments, players have been sent to supporters’ club meetings, endless articles published in programmes, and all sorts of PR stunts dreamed up involving the two clubs. The aim of all this has been to turn the monstrous spectacle of working class vulgarity into the wholesome family entertainment of American stadia. With this end in view, Leeds has set aside a large section of the East stand for family use, and promoted positively correct projects such as ‘football in the community’, assisted by the likes of Chris Fairclough and Rod and Ray Wallace.

The first thing to realise is that the target of all the public relations stunts is not hooliganism, but the fans themselves. The campaign Leeds United Against Racism and Fascism is a case in point. Told off by the local council and the police, the club’s fanzine and the football establishment, it identifies racism as a problem of the ‘culture’ of working class fans. You don’t need to endorse the hostility sometimes vented against visiting black players to realise that Leeds’ directors, the police, security staff and the local Labour council are in no position to lecture football fans on racism; or to see the dangers of allowing people like these to dictate what clubs should and should not be allowed to say in the stands or on the terraces or anywhere else.

The flip side of official ‘anti-racism’ is that nobody quibbles with the new police surveillance centre at Elland Road. It is justified on the grounds that the video cameras are monitoring the ground for racist chanting. Although I have never seen one of those quoted, the video surveillance centre allows the West Yorkshire police greater control over every fan that comes through the turnstiles, while keeping a lower profile. What they save on a Saturday afternoon overtime can be redirected into trumped-up campaigns to label Chapeltown—the area in Leeds with the highest concentration of blacks—as a haven for crime and drugs. The police continue to use football stadiums as laboratories for crowd control and riot tactics, while their high-profile ‘anti-racists’ activities help them pursue their petting of the black community with impunity.

I for one don’t welcome the drive towards good clean, law-abiding football. I don’t fancy being searched by a big lump on the gos before having my face on a police video—all for eight quick a time. I don’t want to join a plutonic membership scheme for twobed and hard on all my personal details to the cops for the privilege. Or, even better, spend £140 minimum to stand in luxurious surroundings all season, providing of
course I don't swear, spit, or cause offence to any vicars present.
The whole point about the football fan is that he is not the cricket spectator. He does not believe in fairness or politeness. When you support a team, whether it's Leeds United, Manchester United or Shrewsbury Town, for 90 minutes it is the best team in the world and you would throw anything at the opposition to try to demoralise them. Just as Manchester United fans made jokes about motor neurone disease when Don Revie died of it, so it should come as no surprise that many Leeds fans remember Sir Matt Busby not as a national hero, but as just another manager of the team we love to hate.

Supporting a team is about collective self-belief bordering on self-deception: it may appear childish to some and offensive to others, but there it is. Some of you may not give a toss about football one way or the other. But I suggest your alarm bells should ring when you hear people labelled hooligans paraded across the pages of the press and threatened with bans and arrests merely for expressing sentiments considered out of place in polite circles. If we let the authorities suppress the voices from the terraces and practice their experiments in etiquette on football fans, the next voices to be silenced may be ours.
Dali’s deformatative years

James Heartfield rooted around Salvador Dali’s personal stuff at the Hayward

Surrealist Salvador Dali’s ‘Metamorphosis of Narcissus’ has adorned thousands of morbid teenagers’ bedroom walls. Now, as if in an act of revenge for his immoral influence on the young, the Hayward Gallery gives us Dali’s formative years, with an exhibition of paintings, drawings, notebooks, letters, memorabilia and, most important to styfetists, some handsome photographs of the artist as a young man.

The Early Years contrasts Dali’s own fantastic picture of his youth as a child-killer and pervert. Portraits of the painter with his father and family show a well-adjusted if not respectful son. And, as against the Dali who set out to offend the self-consciously offensive surrealist leader Andre Breton by declaring his emotional adoration of Hitler, The Early Years shows Dali following in his atheistic and leftist father’s footsteps with a collaborative sketch of Torey (1920), and other anti-war stuff. It’s all a long way from the later Dali who outraged left-wing opinion with his professed love of money, Hollywood and the monarchy.

The exhibition reveals Dali as a diligent art student, mastering expressionist and cubist styles, assimilating Picasso, and even knocking off a quick sketch in the manner of the surrealists, before he made that movement his own. His draughtsmanship too is good, as can be seen in some elegant still lives and solidly classical portraiture. Dali exhibited all of these disparate styles side-by-side, as if in contempt for any particular genre.

But it is in Madrid as a student at the Escuela of Fine Arts that Dali found his true voice. Away from home, Dali got drunk with Frederico Garcia Lorca, who was to make a name for himself as a playwright (The House of Bernada Alca. Blood Wedding) and the anarchist film-maker Luis Buñuel (Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie), both fellow students at the special school.

Here the photographic record is invaluable. Dali and Lorca camp out like a homophile Haagen-Dazzs commercial, posing on the rocks in those single-piece swimsuits that Edwardian giants wore, with white pumps, greased-back hair and pouty that would outsie Suebe’s Brett Anderson any day. Fashion editors and art students have been trying to recreate that Leo Miller/Lemn Sissay look ever since, but here are the professionals.

Burrell is there too. But the film-maker, collaborator with Dali on the classic surrealist short L’Age D’Or is represented by a solid portrait in the manner of Dali’s rendition of his father. Lorca, by contrast, features in Dali’s sketch-books as a clown, sticking his tongue out.

As Dali plunged ever deeper into the unconscious, and the taboos, Lorca is on hand to sing his praises in aching surreal verse. Spurn the cry flower of the square root, implores Lorca; and clear the mountains of their impressionistic mist. Dali writes that he is painting without effort or academic affectation.

By the mid-twenties Dali’s style is recognisably that of the benching watches, anti-Westerns, and contorted faces that was to make him famous. The mastery of style and draughtsmanship of his early years puts Dali ahead of the surrealist pack, as if he had always known that to subvert bourgeois art, you have to master it. The subject matter is proudly repulsive, the colour is vulgarly dramatic, but technically excellent. The proportions rebel against the classical and the whole shop of horrors glistens and gleams courtesy of brushwork carefully brushed that any photo-realist would die for.

Praised as Dali’s technique is, it is only the vehicle for his development of the surreal, beyond realism to the unconscious and the unmentionable. At the time, Dali was ruffling his dreams for images on instructions sent down from surrealist head office. Later works juxtapose the inappropriate with more art-like the amorphous pistol encircled with hundreds of tiny glasses of creme de menthe. Here, though, we get Dali’s subconscious in the raw.

These works are brave, brave enough to be ripped up by the mob that attacked the first surrealist exhibition in Paris—to the surrealist’s secret delight. Dali reaches those parts of the imagination that other people would prefer not to. Sex is here, not for enjoyment, but because it is shameful and repellent. Cocks thereof and curts gape, daring you to look, challenging you to justify looking away.

Narcissus only investigating our taboos. He wasn’t frightened to pillage his own darkest fears if there was a chance of a good picture. The Hayward’s exhibition wants to present Dali as slave to his own personal demons by setting his work among his private letters and memorabilia. But if the intent is narrow, the association works all the same, showing how Dali raked his own emotions for inspiration.

In ‘The Altar’ a church is the site for a frightening vision of a woman’s head glowing. A couple of figures are covering in shame, and loo, the kneeling figure is clearly giving her partner a blow-job. The image is one of self-dissent, as the couple are caught in the act. The standing partner is shielding his face in shame, the kneeling, too preoccupied to notice. The message of The Early Years is ‘that’s Dali, with Lorca’. Is it? Perhaps the proper thing to say would be that Dali is describing the human condition, but comparing the figures in ‘The Altar’ with the photographs of Dali and Lorca on the rocks, the similarity is impossible. Lorca looks arrogantly at Dali, scarily. Dali, smirking a disdainful pose, has his eyes on the horizon.

Sixty years on the programme for The Early Years warns that some of these pictures are unsuitable for children. Dali would be proud.

The Early Years shows at the Hayward Gallery, London SE1, until 30 May.
Why do they do that?

When the history of the visual arts in the twentieth century is finally settled, pride of place will certainly go to Disney. Bette Davis. The demolition of large buildings by means of controlled explosion is the most emotive and beautiful of all modern forms. Council tower blocks blown on to their knees, begging for forgiveness, the skies of cooling towers billowing and twisting in dainty curtains, gasometers collapsing like dying bullrings—you don't get thrills like that at the Tate. In a country as faustian as this one is, any demolition is an act of profound moral courage. It's a national scandal that the Seretex School has had to confine its attention to provincial planning mistakes. What an enriching experience it would be to watch St Paul's cathedral or Wembley stadium crumble up like an old balloon before vanishing into its own dust.

For those who would like to make a baldface statement of their own, the secrets of the art were explained by Desmond Lyndon in the BBC's new show How Do They Do That? Don't also explained how to teach your dog to sing, how to make your cat eat with its paws, how to do a very impressive card trick, and how to separate Chinese noodles. Television is notoriously incapable of distinguishing between the trivial and the profound. It doesn't bother Desmond. The next week's show encompassed one feature on goring, and another on how to rebuild your life after a traumatic amputation.

It is impossible not to be uplifted by the show's faith in humanity's ability to learn and grow. It reminds me of the old Teach Yourself books which dominated our local library—a black and yellow monogram to the belief that a person can learn absolutely anything. With nothing but a library ticket you could teach yourself everything from Latin to personal enlightenment, to bookkeeping and psychic cruelty (in fact, How To Be Cruel was one of my favourite). Not all explanation is demystification of course. There comes a time in the history of any art form when the artists get fed up with art getting all the credit. They work hard to make it look easy and then it goes too far and the audience start to think it is easy. Most modern painting is about the difficulty of painting. The modern literary novel is largely about how frightfully difficult it is to write a literary novel. Now it seems to be the turn of magic. Penn and Teller keep explaining their tricks to the audience partly because it is pleasantly courageous to do so but also to advertise their own skills and inventiveness. This is how you do it. Ha! You could never do it, could you?

You can write in to How Do They...? with requests. Personally I would like to know how they train forgetting like Desmond's sidekick Jenny. She has a set of facial and gestural memories which seem to defy the laws of human biology. She gets out all her vowels and does a convoluted sideways headbutt at every comma. There are few mnemonic experiences in which you can honestly say that subordinate clauses ending with adverbs are the real highlights, but How Do They Do That? is definitely one of them.

The other highlight, of course, was the separation of the twins ("first you take one of medical grade Gene Tex...""). We followed them from the moment they were detected on the ultrasound scanner to the day they were born (there's one I started earlier...), via the incubator, to the operation. We saw the mother anguishing while they went into theatre and we suddenly realized that she had pre-told the video rights.

Now selling the story of your life and crimes is one thing, selling it before they have actually happened is something new. Something which has taken off in a big way. More or less everyone participating in the Winter Olympics seems to have done it. The most successful example is, of course, the Jamaican bobsleigh team. They knew they weren't going to save the actual event (the current snow is 2000 miles away), but they also knew they were a good story. They sold the story of their Olympic adventure to Disney before they went with the result that the reality and the fiction came out simultaneously and you had the weird feeling that the reality was somehow less real than the movie, because it was in effect just a trailer for the movie (though they did beat the Americans). Imagine if The Ten Commandments had been released during the Exodus finale.

Cool Running is about resourceful amateur and the Olympic spirit. The other pre-sale was about the battle between Greco and Kerrigan. Nancy W. Kerrigan. This one reads like the plot of a Chalet School novel. The gorgeous Nancy Kerrigan was kneecapped by her rival, Tonya Harding, but went on to recover and glide out of her league in the finals while Tonya whimpered and moaned about the state of her skates, obligingly like a classic poor loser.

Like all Chalet School stories this one is really about class, Harding was from a poor family. She was skating to her way out. The blue chips Kerrigan, on the other hand, books and acts like Grace Kelly. All American stories about class end up defining it as a personal attribute rather than a social fact. Tonya simply had no class. When Nancy signed for Disney, Tonya signed for Playboy. Sports reporters moaned about the personal rivalry obscuring the real sport. It is the cases that we can remember who came tenth (Tonya) but not who won (a Ukrainian). The BBC, however, treated the finals with the music from Dallas and lots of shots of the two girls making each other cry. So the finale became a kind of sub-zero mud-wrestling bout. Why else could it be? The highest technical achievement of a skater is reducing ease. The Tonya-Nancy story put the pain back into it, the Penn and Teller of the rink.

Both these realities were pretty much to story. The other big Olympics story was pre-sold not to a studio, but to the British public, and it all went wrong. It was the story of Torvill and Dean who—after 10 years' absence—would return in triumph and make Britain Great again. It was a comeback story. There is no word in the language more potent than comeback, a hopeless imperative diagnosed as a noun. A successful comeback is a triumph over age, the negation of the passage of time, the absence of Death. Torvill and Dean did not negate the passage of time. They simply reminded us of how capricious it is to live in a nation whose self-image is so fragile that it can be mortally wounded by a failure in what is essentially the synchronised swimming of the Winter Olympics.
Ian Scott asked Philip Kerr about his novel, Dead Meat, just filmed as Grushko by the BBC

St Petersburg cop

Brian Cox plays Grushko

was first approached by an independent film producer to adapt a Russian bestseller set in the fifties called The Sod Detective. Philip Kerr found the book a bit too sad and argued that, with all the changes taking place in Russia, it would be better to work on a contemporary idea. He was given the go-ahead by the BBC and set out to Leningrad to research the story.

The result was Dead Meat, which follows Chief of Detectives Yevgeni Grushko, the leading anti-mafia policeman in the now-renamed city of St Petersburg, as he tries to crack a series of murders. What inspires Kerr is not the story itself, but the characters and the context: 'I write about outsiders, marginalised by society', ordinary people under extraordinary conditions. Kerr feels his characters have a strong sense of having been 'betrayed by politicians'. Did his characters' sense of alienation reflect his own? 'I don't feel angry about anything in particular. It is more like my own feelings of bewilderment and a sense of a future which is not necessarily going to be better than the present'.

Martin Cruz Smith, who wrote Gorky Park, is the best-known crime writer working on contemporary Russia. Cruz Smith is not popular with the Russian police. Philip Kerr is unsure whether they like Dead Meat any better. 'When I left St Petersburg I was advised by the chief of police to make sure my book was not like Gorky Park.' Kerr was surprised by this advice. His thinks Gorky Park was an important book, written at the time when the country was opening up.

In Arkady Renko, the main character in Gorky Park, Martin Cruz Smith created the first major contemporary Russian detective. Renko is the son of a leading Soviet general and a liberal. Published in 1989, Gorky Park captures in vivid detail the daily routine of the Soviet people in a society out of control. The book was nominated by Time magazine as the 'thriller of the year', became an international best-seller and was made into a major film. What impressed Kerr most about the book was its realism. The character of Renko appears in two other novels, Polem and Red Square. The latter is set around the period of the Soviet Union collapsing and focuses on the rise of organised crime with the introduction of the market. Cruz Smith's characters all aspire to be like Western businessmen but have no illusions as to the nature of the market. 'Another way to say "non-violent crimes" is "business",' says an illegal banker in Red Square.

In the Russian mafia crime novel stakes, Kerr's Dead Meat has the edge over Cruz Smith's Red Square. Cruz Smith tries to cover the great events unrolling around his characters, such as the breaking away of various republics, leaving you wishing he would just concentrate on the story. By contrast, in Dead Meat Kerr uses his characters to guide the reader through life in St Petersburg today, but not at the expense of the story. Kerr succeeds in capturing a strong sense of time and place while still telling a gripping tale.

Novels on the Soviet Union and now Russia written in the West often tell us a lot more about the preoccupations of Western society than about reality in the East. The success of Martin Cruz Smith's novels coincides with the West's love affair with Gorbatchev and the theme he pursued reflected the West's fears over the unstable conditions in Russia.

Unfortunately Kerr falls into the same trap of viewing Russia through the prism of Western concerns. I asked Kerr what he thought the future held for Russia. "Russians are going to get a shock when unemployment really hits there. I think we should be very worried about the coincidence of unemployment and extreme nationalism." The twin fears of economic and social breakdown are the major Western preoccupations over Russia today.

An exaggerated sense of threat from Russia reflects the crisis of confidence in the West. Kerr told me that following Gorky Park—Dead Meat's name for TV—a number of other television projects were in development or organised crime in Russia, including one from Lynda La Plante (Widows, Casualty).

In all of his novels Kerr deals with extreme social conditions, the rise of fascism, an apocalyptic future of uncontrollable violence and sickness, the collapse of Stalinism and the establishment of the market in Russia. Kerr's re-creation of prewar Berlin in his Bernie Gunther novels is compelling. He does not let the historical situation crush his characters. But it seems he has had rather more trouble protecting their integrity against the banal agendas of the television people.

Grushko was filmed entirely on location in St Petersburg. The process of turning his story into a television series was, says Kerr, 'painful'. 'I had in mind the pace of Tinker Tailor or Smiley's People but the producer wanted more car chases and a higher body count. This conflicted with the BBC's request for Kerr to develop the family side of the story. 'I think they wanted me to turn it into Love Hurts or Casualty. The BBC seems to be obsessed with domestic drama.'

Dead Meat is published in paperback as Grushko by Arrow at £4.99, and is currently showing on BBC1.
Daniel Nassim asks whether capitalism has really gone global

In bed with Madonna?


After the announcement that British Aerospace was to sell Rover to the German car giant BMW, John Major was tackled by the Labour leader at Commons question time. John Smith asked Major: 'Is it now the government's definition of success for a British company that it is taken over by a foreign competitor?' Major, for once, managed an effective put-down, telling Smith to 'catch up with the modern world. The fact is that he simply does not understand how free markets work' _Independent_, 2 February 1994. Modern companies, argued Major, trade across frontiers.

One reason for this rare display of assuredness from Major was that his argument is backed up by the influential theory of globalisation. Virtually every significant social thinker accepts the argument that the world, in some way, is becoming more globally integrated. We are told that we live in a global village where global communications allow global companies to buy and sell goods in a global market. The brand names of our favourite products are recognised by consumers the world over: Sony, Sega, Coca-Cola, McDonalds, Mercedes and so on. People from Kent to Kyoto can enjoy music by Madonna or films by Steven Spielberg. Soon we are all due to inhabit the world of 'cyberspace' where we will communicate through personal computer networks.

One of Major's cabinet colleagues has gone to the trouble of writing a book outlining the impact of globalisation on the world. John Redwood, the Welsh secretary, believes that globalisation is on balance a good thing. For him, free enterprise—the global marketplace—means democracy and prosperity for the world's millions. In this view, state intervention in the economy in anything but its most limited form is likely to stunt development and encourage dictatorship.

The theory of globalisation has clear political implications. If the world economy really is globalised then it will not succumb easily to intervention by a national state. In which case the free marketeers must be right, and the traditional project favoured by libertarians and Keynesians, of regulating capitalism through state intervention, is hopelessly out of date. What's more, if the world is really one big global market then who can blame the Tory government for the slump? Cabinet ministers are always ready on hand to explain that there is nothing wrong with British capitalism in particular, the problem is the worldwide recession.

Globalisation also raises problems for Marxists. If capitalism could really overcome national boundaries there would be no need to get rid of it. The whole Marxist case is based on the chronically uneven and crisis-ridden character of capitalism development. There would be no point in trying to overthrow a system that could unite and provide for the whole world.

So does globalisation exist? The problem with taking up the idea of globalisation is that its adherents rarely spell out what they mean by it. It is more like an assumption implicit in much discussion on economic and political life. John Redwood's book is typical, failing to develop any clear conception of globalisation. In fact, _The Global Marketplace_ is a particularly useless example of the genre. It reads like a series of speeches on different parts of the world united only by a vague sense that the
world is somehow becoming more globalised and that the free market is a Good Thing. All of this from a man who, an Oxford don, writing in the \textit{Guardian}, called \textquote{the most intellectually gifted member of the present government'} (4 January 1994)—an observation which can only confirm the public's suspicions about the intellectual qualities of the Tory Party leadership.

In contrast, \textit{The Work of Nations} by Robert Reich, a Harvard professor turned president Clinton's labour secretary, gives a good presentation of the ideas of globalisation. Reich, a man associated with the left of the American political mainstream, has developed a theory of globalisation that is far more coherent than anything on offer from the British right. His conception of the new global era is clear from the first page:

\begin{quote}
We are living through a transformation that will rearrange the politics and economics of the coming century. There will be no national products or technologies, no national corporations, no national industries. There will no longer be national economies, at least as we have come to understand that concept. All that will remain within national borders are the people who comprise the nation.'
\end{quote}

Reich contrasts the current period with America in the middle of the twentieth century. In his view American society at that time was characterised by a national bargain between \textquote{Big Business} and \textquote{Big Labor}. American corporations would produce a large volume of goods and a large share of the revenue they received would be paid to middle managers and production workers (the \textquote{middle class} in Reich's terminology). In return for decent pay, organised workers would avoid strikes and work stoppages: \textquote{The bargain thus rested on a tacit agreement by each party...to exercise restraint, sacrificing immediate gains for the sake of larger gains for all the parties later on.'} (p68)

More recently, in Reich's view, fierce competition from foreign companies has been responsible for breaking up this cozy relationship. American industry tried three sets of measures to counteract its effects: protectionism against foreign goods, wage cuts and financial speculation. But to no avail. \textquote{From a peak of nearly 10 per cent in 1965, the average net after tax profit rate of America's non-financial corporations dropped to less than 7 per cent in 1980, a decline of more than one-third.'} (p76)

Reich believes that globalisation has transformed society. It is no longer divided into the old categories of business and labour. Instead there are three main kinds of work emerging: routine production services, in-person services and symbolic analysts. While the first two types of services must be provided person-to-person, symbolic analysts can sell their services worldwide.

It is the symbolic analysts, who comprise the top fifth of the population, who have all the global fun. These are involved in \textquote{problem-solving, problem-identifying, and strategic brokering activities} and include research scientists, design engineers, software engineers, public relations executives, investment bankers, lawyers and real estate developers. Among them Reich numbers such global celebrities as Steven Spielberg, Bill Cosby, Eddie Murphy, Sylvester Stallone and Madonna.

It is at this point that Reich identifies a problem with his schema. Whereas \textquote{all Americans used to be in roughly the same economic boat} now they are \textquote{in different boats, one sinking rapidly, one sinking more slowly, and the third rising steadily}' (p208). He believes that the symbolic analysts derive great benefits from the global economy. In contrast the in-person service providers are doing badly and the routine producers are doing very badly. In other words, the rich are getting richer and the poor are getting poorer. As a result of this divergence of interests the communal ties that bind Americans together are being undermined.

\textbf{In just over 300 pages Reich moves from proclaiming that we are living in a new global world to espousing the old recipe of economic nationalism}

In Reich's view there are three possible responses to this problem. The first is \textquote{zero-sum nationalism}, an aggressive form of nationalism which assumes that if one country gains then another loses. The second is \textquote{impressive cosmopolitanism}, usually espoused by symbolic analysts, which can lead to the denial of any social responsibility to the broader community. The final position, which Reich himself advocates, is \textquote{positive economic nationalism}, in which \textquote{each nation's citizens take primary responsibility for enhancing the capacities of their countrymen for full and productive lives, but who also work with other nations to ensure that these improvements do not come at others' expense} (p311).

And there's the rub. In just over 300 pages Reich moves from proclaiming that we are living in a new global world to espousing the old recipe of economic nationalism. However hard he tries this just does not add up. Reich ends up asking us all to make sacrifices for what he believes is the greater good.

So where does Reich go wrong? Like most orthodox theoreticians he gets so transfixed by the changing forms of capitalism on the surface that he loses sight of the real underlying relationships in society.

In the first place, despite the trend towards more inter-
national trade and investment, the world is not global in the sense that Reich uses the term. The world economy is still primarily organised around nation states. Although cross-border investment and trade is growing as a proportion, it is still a very definite minority. It is true that about 20 per cent of the output of American firms, for example, is produced overseas. But this still leaves 80 per cent produced at home.

Even the financial markets, which nowadays are often held up as the essence of globalisation, are far from completely globalised. Only foreign exchange and US Treasury bonds are predominantly global markets. Other sectors—such as equity markets or retail finance—are still largely national.

But Reich's error is not simply factual. He is wrong to counterpose the internationalisation of capital to state intervention. In reality the two trends are both strengthening. The world economy is becoming, in relative terms, more global. But nation states are at the same time becoming ever more interventionist. For example, the Clinton administration, of which Reich is a member, is in the process of trying to impose import quotas on Japan to ensure that it buys more American goods. The nation state is still there to protect the interests of a particular national capitalist class.

The reasons why Reich and others from the retreating left have embraced the idea of globalisation have more to do with their own feeling of inadequacy than with any objective developments in the world economy. In the past such people saw state intervention as the means to solve economic problems. But, with the collapse of Stalinism in the East and the failure of Keynesian state spending programmes to stop the slump in the West, they have lost faith in their old solutions. The conclusion they draw is that the free marketeers must have been right after all—the state can only hold the market back. But instead of admitting that they were wrong, they try to argue that state-led national development is a thing of the past, superseded by the globalisation of the market.

In reality it is the market that is the problem. The trends towards internationalisation and growing state intervention are both symptoms of falling profitability. But these trends do not result from foreign competition. Rather, as Marxism has long recognised, they are immediate tendencies in the capitalist economy.

Similarly, the trend towards internationalisation is an attempt by capitalists to try to overcome the barriers to national development at a global level. Much foreign direct investment—like Honda's involvement in Rover—is undertaken to guarantee a capitalist nation a foothold in large foreign markets that might otherwise be protected.

British Aerospace, used by John Major as an example of free market economics, is actually an illustration of how the nation state props up 'private enterprise'. Back in 1988 British Aerospace bought Rover from the state for £150m. Six years later it sold its stake to BMW for £800m. The suspicion that British Aerospace bought the car company from the state at a knockdown price has proved well-founded.

In his role as Clinton's labour secretary Reich is already putting his ideas for increasing America's national competitiveness into practice, by imposing an austerity programme on American workers.

Nor does it end there. British Aerospace is one of the most pampered companies in Britain. For example, the government negotiated for Malaysia to buy BAE Hawk trainer aircraft as part of a £1.7 billion arms-for-oil deal personally signed by prime minister Margaret Thatcher in 1988. The British government also provided backing for an even bigger BAE deal to sell combat aircraft to Saudi Arabia in the mid-1980s.

British Aerospace is supposed to be one of Britain's capitalism's most globally successful companies. Yet the only way it can survive is through a 'dependency culture' of 'sweeteners' and other forms of covert support from the state. The free market sounds like a nice idea in theory, Mr Major, but it doesn't work in practice.

While Major's pronouncements ignore the reality of the state propping up 'free enterprise', it is Reich's pragmatic recognition of this need for the nation state that leads him back on the path to economic nationalism. In his role as Clinton's labour secretary he is already putting his ideas for increasing America's national competitiveness into practice, by imposing an austerity programme on American workers. And, despite Reich's denials, the encouragement of nationalism in a great power like the USA is always liable to take a chauvinist, anti-foreign form—as the Iraqis, Somalis and Haitians will testify.

The trends characterised as 'globalisation' offer us no escape from the crisis of capitalism. The one sort of globalisation which could offer a way forward would be the development of a new internationalism, that can express the common interests of working people worldwide. Contrary to Reich's argument, all classes in society have never been in the same boat. It is up to those of us without a stake in this society to fight together for something better. We should not be tempted by Reich's dangerous diversion of getting into bed with Madonna.
This Game of Ghosts, Joe Simpson, Jonathan Cape, £16.99 hbk

Not content with regulating our sex lives and our partying activity, the government is now sticking its nose into climbing. After a record number of climbers died in the Scottish Highlands in January and February, the government joined hands with the ‘something must be done’ brigade and launched an investigation. To what end? Not to save taxpayers’ money, since the rescue services are voluntary and the RAF helicopter crews say searching for missing climbers is the best training they could have. No, what we have is another example of the urge to regulate and sanitise. The namelists, would like to turn climbing into one big Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme. In this autobiographical follow-up to the award-winning Touching the Void—his tale of disillus and survival in the High Andes—Joe Simpson brings out the spirit of adventure and risk that makes climbing what it is.

Why climb? Simpson asks, and answers this age-old question beautifully: Why ascend a mountain by its hardest, most dangerous face when you can walk, hands in pocket, up the other side?...if it were simply adrenalin you were after, you could take a ride on a roller coaster, snort a line of cocaine, indulge in a fraught extra-martial affair, any number of things have thrills without kills. Why be a conquistador of the useless, a compulsive addict of the absurd? Not as is often said ‘because it is there’, but because ‘there is a perverse delight in putting oneself in a potentially dangerous situation, knowing that your experience and skill makes you quite safe. To stand with a friend in eerie moonlight at the foot of a vast mountain wall and be certain that you can safely reach the top—that is a wonderful feeling of self-confidence’.

Traditionally, climbing had been unregulessed. Were this to change, it would no longer be climbing. So long as individuals do no harm to others, it should be nobody’s business what they do in the mountains. Simpson’s first serious climbing experience was in the Scottish Highlands in winter, and a serious accident nearly put an end to him. Throughout his career, Simpson has thrown himself in at the deep end, and learned as he went along—usually from the mistakes he made, and by teaming up with more experienced climbers for a difficult route. This, not training courses or whatever, is the usual pattern of development for any climber. With greater experience, a climber acquires a greater understanding of the dangers involved. Taking risks becomes an increasingly conscious decision as you progress onto more difficult routes.

‘Quite safe’ would not be my description of the kind of climbing Simpson engages in. This Game of Ghosts chronicles the number of near-death experiences Simpson has had, and the number of his friends that have gone west. The beauty of climbing is that, to an extent, you choose the level of risk involved: from rock-climbing on outcrops where broken limbs are as bad as you could reasonably expect, to Himalayan climbing where on average one in 10 falls to return. Not everyone will want to follow in Simpson’s footsteps, but anyone who has climbed will admire his sense of adventure. More power to his elbow; and his pen.

John Gillott


Beyond Westminster is the result of Liberal Democrat leader Paddy Ashdown’s tour of Britain to find out what the country is thinking. Its premise is to the point: ‘[t]he dislocation between politics and real life is creating a dangerous and growing gap between politicians and people in Britain and other advanced Western democracies.’ Paddy’s tour is undertaken with an air of false humility—to let the people tell the politicians what is going on—but what he finds tells us more about him than it does about the country. Ashdown is the faithful mouthpiece of the little man, struggling with big government on one hand, and a baying mob of working class thieves and drug addicts on the other.

The breakdown of law and order is the strongest impression of Britain in Beyond Westminster. Estates in Camden and Moss Side are littered with syringes. One chintzy estate, Hartcliffe, exemplifies all that has gone wrong; or rather two estates because, as Ashdown tells us, there is ‘Darkness at Hartcliffe’ and there is ‘Daylight at Hartcliffe’. ‘These two communities live separate lives with different standards and opposite body clocks. The former sleep to avoid the day, The latter barricade their doors at night’, as if Count Dracula was a- roaming.

Ashdown’s puritan investigation of the depressed regions is in a long tradition of liberal-minded writing. A hundred years ago, Charles Booth and Soebom Rowntree garnished horror stories about how the other half lived to try to frighten the middle classes into paying for social improvements. The difference is that this time there are no social reforms on offer. Instead Ashdown wants to see more local anti-crime schemes like Solihull’s Crime Reduction Programme, which, our author faithfully repeats from the police press releases, is organised from the ‘bottom up’. What that means is that it is run by a former probation officer and veteran of the Worcesters and Foresters.

Often Ashdown’s viewpoint seems quite radical. He makes a point of hanging out with the East End Asians that his party in Tower Hamlets has been accused of attacking. In Oxford he visits the gay and lesbian centre. But what he really identifies with in both cases is the sense of ‘a persecuted and misunderstood minority group’—his own middle class constituency as he imagines it, standing up against the callish horde, decently working away.

Exactly who Ashdown thinks the people that have lost a voice in Westminster are becomes clear in his account of the Solihull Crime Reduction Programme’s grass roots ‘schools, welfare organisations, business, voluntary bodies—the whole community’. For Ashdown ‘the whole community’ consists of people like him, the middle class do-gooders that deal with the ‘social problems’ (that’s the rest of us) that government ignores. But, contrary to Ashdown’s complaints, these are exactly the sort of people whose influence upon policy is growing daily through quangos, urban development corporations and all the other institutions that are supplanting Britain’s moribund democracy.

James Heartfield
Abolish the Monarchy t-shirts

Single size extra large t-shirt £8 plus 80p postage and packing
Black, red, blue and yellow on white

Make cheques payable to Junius Publications Ltd, and send to BCM JPLTD, London WC1N 3XX

CAMPAIGN AGAINST MILITARISM T-SHIRTS

Single size extra large £8 plus 80p postage and packing
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Towards 2000

Marxism for the new millennium
22-28 July 1994

A week of discussion organised by the Revolutionary Communist Party at the University of London Union, Malet Street, London WC1.

Tickets cost £50 waged/£35 unwaged before 1 June, £55/£38 pre-T2000 and £60/£40 on the door. School/FE students £20. Details of block bookings available on request.

Make cheques payable to RCP Association and send to BM RCP, London WC1N 3XX. For further details phone Kate Flint on (071) 278 9908.